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A REVIEW OF LITERATURE, THE ARTS, AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS

NOTES and COMMENT
A Luncheon Date-Whom Do We Punish?-Why the Germans Vote "fa"-Hands Off !-The White House FamilyOnions in Hollywood

A Luncheon Date
HENRY FORD is a luncheon guest
at the White House. The most
significant thing about this item of
news is the fact that it made the
headlines. Obviously there are many
reasons to justify this invitation of
th e President, aside from those of
m~n~ diplomacy. Whether the industriahsts who have been chatting with
th ~ presi'd ent are responsible for the
attitude of compromise which now
to be his policy, we do not
w. Nor can we be sure to what
:~~ent ~he ~efeat of the reorganization
. ,. wiili its indication of the industrialiSt" s return to a political influence
strong en
h
.
..
oug to give effective opposition, has anything to do with the
present attitude of the President To
md ost of us, however, Ford's luncheon
ate at the Wh ·t H
th
i e ouse means that
e cooperation of capital, labor, and

::s

the government has now become an
objective of the administration. It suggests that a truce has been declared,
at least temporarily. If this was the
message which the President wanted
to bring to the nation, he saved himself much talking and explaining by
inviting Henry Ford to dine with
him. Big business ought to feel some
of the assurance for which it has been
asking, and the rest of us can rejoice
in the prospect of cooperation where
there was none before. We are glad
the President invited Mr. Ford, not because we are industrialists, but because
we are just plain folk who do not
think that the month of June, 1938, is
an opportune locale for Americans to
wage a decisive class war against
the pressing social and economic
problems, which are vexed enough
without the added confusion of class
propaganda and heavy enough without being coated with political mud.

Th

r

I-

Democrat an i caricatured as n enemy of bi bu ines .
·en if th di cu ed no hing more
than he eather, their meeting should
ha e a
holesome effect upon the
country. In any e ent, e are thankful
for a political system which allows and
deman s such luncheon dates.

Whom Do We Punish?

A

CHICAGO lad of 16 years is
sentenced to 14 years in prison.
With a butcher knife he killed his
mother, whom "he loved." The testimony to the fact that he was a "model
youth" w as unanimous. Of course, the
newspapers dipped freely into their
most lucrative colors-yellow with a
generous mixture of blood red. This
boy criminal and his prison sentence,
however, suggest more than just another tirade against the stench of so
much of our morbid and sensationalistic crime reporting, with its gloomy
implications for a public which avidly
demands and supports it. It suggests
even more than a grim reminder of
the startling prevalence of juvenile
crime and delinquency.
Whether the rumors of scandal in
the handling of juvenile law-breakers
in Chicago are justified or not, is a
question which need not concern us

r, that the
s nteoce of thi youthful
matrici<l
ith heir attcn ant glare
n d zzle of publi ity, have been a
pathetic demon tralion of the help·
l nes an
be ild rment of our '
enal sy tern in meeting scientifically
the problem of crime both for the
criminal and fo r society. T he case was
conducted and decide in violation
both of science and of h umanity, even
if in conformity with legal require·
ments.
either society nor the boy
ere adequately considered. This is
no condemnation of the judge who
h eard and decided the case. Under the
system he h ad no other choice. In the
face of the evidence he made the only
decision which he could legally and
sensibly make. In the fact that he had
no other choice there is revealed, how·
ever, a weakness in our treatment of
crime which belies the advance in
criminology and its related sciences of
which our age boasts. Except for the
h alo which sob-sister publicity placed
upon his brow, this boy might as well
have been tried in the popularly d:·
rided . horse and buggy age. Ther~ is
something shocking in the suggestion
of one authority that he be sent ~o
the Pontiac Reformatory where, ~n
addition to other criminals, he will
have, as is kindly intimated, the corn·
panionship of thirty boys of his own
age. It was cruel of the newspapers 0
remind us that this companionship
will include the lad who, at the sa111e
age, killed his grandmother with a
hammer and hid her body in a cister~Whatever the associations of thlS

!
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prison may do to the boy or imply for
society, be will stay there he prescribed number of year and then be
released regardless of helher or not
it is too soon or too late for hi good
or for the good of society. In a word,
whom are we punishing or whom are
we helping? But perhaps we are expecting too much when we expect an
advance in the safe-keeping of the
criminal and of society to go hand in
hand with retrogression in the recognition of the deep-seated cause of
crime in the human heart and in contemporary American culture.

Why the Germans Vote "Ja"

THE American

newspapers have
. been, perhaps with some justification, poking fun at the elections and
plebiscites as they have in recent years
been held under the auspices of the
German government. It has been a
matter of speculation to what degree _these carefully arranged and supervised expressions of public opinion
have really been the heart sentiments
of the populace and how much they
have been the forced and unwilling
sub mission
· ·
to compulsion and terr .
?rtsm. There can be no doubt that
little opportunity has been given to
tbe German or to the Austrian people
fo~ an expression of opinion which
might run counter to the principles
~nd objectives of the National Socialt~t Party, and that methods of compulsion to bring about an apparent popu•
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lar appro al of governmental policies
ha e not been anting.
The ational-Zeitung of Basel reports that one "K . . . of fagdeburg,
Germany, was sentenced to two and
one-half years in prison for spreading
a so-called whispering joke." The
joke was this: Goebbels complained
that 98 per cent of the German people were devoted followers of National Socialism, but that, strangely
enough, one always met the other 2
per cent.
But, on the other hand, it is reasonable to believe that the powerful
forces of propaganda which have been
very effectively utilized by the Nazis
have brought about an almost general
approval of governmental actions and
projects. The propaganda campaign
in Germany is under the extremely
capable supervision and direction of
Dr. Joseph Goebbels. According to
all reports, this man, who is recognized to be the brains of Naziism, has
done a thoroughly good job. In his
book, The House that Hitler Built,
Stephen H. Roberts, a careful Australian investigator, asserts repeatedly
that even the visiting foreigner has a
difficult task in keeping himself unconvinced under the insistent propaganda engineered by Goebbels. In
speaking of Nazi propaganda in Germany Mr. Roberts says, for instance,
"The most convincing test is that it
temporarily converts the reader who
knows its specious falseness and its
unfair methods. That is Goebbels'
great inspiration-that propaganda,
seemingly fully documented by word

4
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and picture, may triumph over reason.
E ery investigator in Germany feels
this-whatever his belief may be, the
con tant repetition of propaganda in
the pre s, on the air, and through
personal media, wears down his resistance until he has to exert a conscious
effort not to acquiesce in a campaign
he would instantly question if he considered it aloofly in his study in his
own country. Goebbels has arrived at
a mathematical relationship between
the stream of propaganda and any individual's power of resistance. And if
his margin is sufficient to wear down
doubting foreigners, how much more
effective is it for his own nationals,
predisposed as they are to be converted to the achievements of the new
regime." Evidently we may be quite
certain that the German public is almost in its entirety behind the program of the government.

tates. There is an intangible, irresistible suffrage that defie all outward
control. It is not always enlightened,
but it is always imperious .... Neither
dukes nor Croesu es can tell the people whom to take into their brotherhood ....
"Stand with me beside any highway. Which of those onward racing
families belongs in this America and
which do not? They all belong! Why,
two decades ago the humblest of
those cars would have been a luxury
for an emperor. Visit a school teacher
or clerk or storekeeper or skilled
worker. I assure you, the Empress
Maria Theresa's palace at Schonbrunn
hasn't half their conveniences.
"I agree with all my heart that we
need reforms. But they will be a perfecting of a system that is giving common men immeasurably more than
they ever had before.... America's
human panorama is our most thrilling
movie. The making of our national
family the grandest of adventures .. • ·
I like America."

Lest We Forget
R.H. MARKHAM, foreign correspondent for one of our large
newspapers, recently returned to our
country after a long absence. His calling makes him thoroughly familiar
with conditions in Europe. His estimate of his native land is therefore
worth pondering in view of the many
voices raised from time to time, informing us that our country is going
to the dogs:
"This is still the people's country.
No group or race can impose its die-

Hands Off!
ASHINGTON correspondent
A Wrecently
made the statement that
war propaganda in the United States
had again reached the high level to
which it had risen in the closing
months of 1916. This may be an e:x:·
aggeration, but even at that it should
put us on our guard and induce ~s
to consider carefully what we read 1n

,
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regard to our foreign relations.
One of the dogmatic assertions that
bobs up again and again runs something like this: For political and economic reasons the United States cannot hope to stay out of the next war.
Let us evaluate the arguments advanced in support of this contention.
There are two effective instruments
which propagandists invariably use in
their efforts to prod us into war. The
first, on the spiritual side, is a high
political idealism. The other, practical,
is the consideration of our economic
welfare. Both of these instruments are
being used at present for all they are
worth, and then some.
I~ 1916 our idealists, many of them
~pecious of course, pleaded with tears
in their voices that we save the world
~or_ Democracy. Now they are just as
insistent that we save the world from
F .
~scism. What they are after is some
kind of alliance with Great Britain
a~d France for the purpose of throttling the ever-increasing power of
Italy and Germany. Now it is true,
we are definitely opposed to Fascism,
for we see in it the very antithesis of
f ~eedo~. But can we approve of the
high imperialism and the colonial
policies of Great Britain and France 1
n·
.
id Germany deal worse with the
Jews than England dealt with the
Arabs, for instance? No, the more
we look into the matter the more
th oroughly are we convinced
'
that
~ere ~re principles and policies on
0
th sides of the fence with which
we_cannot identify ourselves. "Medio
tuh ssimus ibis." Our course lies over

5

the middle way. We must remain neutral in the European struggle for
power and retain the friendship of
both groups of nations.
However, since we Americans are
also dollar-conscious, the economic
arguments are apt to be more convincing for us, even though they may involve even greater fallacies. At present we are being conditioned to the
idea that it is economically impossible
for us to stay out of a European war.
We are being told, in the first place,
that we are absolutely dependent upon
other nations for many of our commodities ; and in the second place,
that our domestic prosperity depends
upon our foreign trade. Neither of
these assertions is based on facts.
Expert investigation has established
the fact that the United States could
be rendered economically self-sufficient even in case of a protracted
European war. In order to accomplish
this we would have to make use of
some of our low grade and high cost
resources, such as the manganese deposits in the South; we would have to
introduce new methods in industry;
we would have to find substitutes for
some of the raw materials which we
are now compelled to import; we
would have to inaugurate a systematic
reclamation of certain used materials,
especially in the case of minor metals.
All of this would not be difficult, and
it would make us economically independent in case of emergency, at least
for a period of several years.
The second economic argument,
that our domestic prosperity depends

6
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n for ign trade e n in ca e of
ar i demolished by a mere reference to our
perience in the 1 t
ar. Just compare the cost of ar
ith our total foreign in estments and
our foreign trade. Twenty billion dollars is regarded as a high estimate for
all our foreign investments. Our foreign trade amounts at the most to
about six billion dollars annually. But
the last war cost us about thirty billion dollars a year. Assuming that the
next war would last only two years,
the United States would, on the basis
of past experience, have to spend
sixty billion dollars in warfare to save
thirty-two billion dollars fo r business.
And that certainly would not pay,
even from the business man's point
of view.
In view of these facts, we say to our
Government : H ands off of European
affairs!

u

Evolution?

MR.regional
THOMAS J. ALLEN, JR.,
director of the Na-

tional Park Service, reports that the
elk in the national parks are losing
their initiative and refuse to forage
for themselves. The New York Times
says:
"Because the elk could not root for
themselves in deep snow, the Park Service
grew hay in some western parks last Summer to tide them over the snowy season.
The animals haunted the hay stacks during the winter and, now that the hay is
gone, continue their haunting. Accustomed
to easy living, they refuse to leave."

T

Apparently the e animals are acquirin de.6.nit ly human characteristics. A n
kind of evolution, no
doubt.

The White House Family
W

E SHOULD like to look up to
the family in the White
House. It would give us real pleasure
to yield them respect and even admiration. In this attitude, we know,
we are not at all exceptional, and it
does not flow fro m any slave psychology or any subordination complex
in our makeup. Men always tend to
idealize their leaders. They gladly and
almost eagerly discover admirable
qualities in those who hold positions
of prominence and authority among
them. They may even go to the
length of inventing what is not there
and of investing with desirable attributes those who in reality have
them not.
Perhaps all this tendency arises out
of the feeling that such people repre·
sent us, that our standing is somehow
bound up in theirs, and that, therefore, as we honor them, some faint
reflection of credit accrues also to us.
Who does not feel a stirring of per·
sonal triumph when his leader
achieves distinction, or a pang of per·
sonal humiliation when the leader
suffers failure ? We all, in a measure,
identify ourselves with those whorn
we follow and with their fortunes.
And that is the case not only in the

Jun
wider social relationships, but hurch
members feel that way about their
pastors, pupils about their teachers,
and, above all, children about their
parents.
Surely, out of this there grows an
obligation that rests on those who so
carry the hopes and expectations of
others: the obligation to justify, as
far as they can, the confidence of those
who look up to them. Such confidence
is a holy thing, and when it meets
with disillusionment, the world is the
poorer for it. Those to whom such
disillusionment comes sense that
s~mething fine has go~e out of their
lives, and by a subtle chemistry their
whole capacity to trust is weakened.
A_s concerns the family in the
~hite House, political issues are one
thing, and the human side is quite another. We could bitterly disagree with
th~m on the former score and yet feel
pride and affection for them on the
latter. But it is on their human side
that we have regretfully come to accept a woeful lack of certain qualities
that we admire. This is unfortunately
true of most members of the family.
The fact was again brought home to
us by the remarks of the lady of that
house on a certain film. Why is she
blind to the fact that there has not
come. to her, with her position of
prominence, any new accession of wisdo~ whatever? Why can she not
realize that while speech may give
proof of depth and clearness of
thought, it also unmercifully exposes
mental superficiality and paltriness
and unimportance? Noblesse oblige.

19 8
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Ala , e hould so much like to look
up to the family in the White House.

Onions in Hollywood
HAT money will or won't buy
W. hasn't
been determined. Maybe
you know. We don't. Karl Marx took
a shot at the problem; H enry G eorge
was almost elected mayor of N ew
York on a platform which had a
pretty high-hat attitude toward money.
Coin H arvey and Howard Scott
caused any number of Union Club
blood vessels to break. Lately Major
Douglas has been giving W all Street
and the rest of us right-thinking citizens bad headaches. In fact the Major
persuaded Alberta to adopt social
credit instead of money. Peace to that
plagued state. One doesn't talk about
its troubles any more. Then there's
our national debt of forty billion dollars. There are more sad items about
money we wanted to dish up as
something of a learned introduction
to the story of a Hollywood divorcee
who couldn't live on $400 a month.
What we're trying, fundamentally,
to get at, is this entire matter of
alimony, money, malnutrition, and
Hollywood. Somewhere there's a connection. We are always a trifle fluttered when toothsome and photogenic
blondes get married in order to get
divorced in order to get alimony. Get
the idea? Now and then there's a
slip-up and the resultant mess is sorry
and pathetic. We have this case about

Tlz

d, ri
iou ly, on c nn t li\·
month on hambur er and onions.
"'\ ith only
O coming in each
·e c n have nothing but haman onion " she complained
to the j ud e, our Associated Press
py informs u . "'\ e had steak only
once la t month."
The jud e ordered the allowance
rai ed to 500 a month. We are relie ed. We hope you are, too. What
was that remark from the bleachers?

in 1

* * *
Definitions
"MAMMON, n. The god of the world's leading religion.
His chief temple is in the holy city of New York."-AMBROSE
BIERCE
"POLITICS, n. A strife of interests masquerading as a contest of principles. The conduct of public affairs for private
advantage.'' -AMBROSE BIERCE
"VOTE, n. The instrument and symbol of a freeman's
power to make a fool of himself and a wreck of his country."AMBROSE BIERCE

cholo "-"the typical a proach of a
pr her"-"com lete failure to come
to
rip
ith reality"-"running
a ay from the real problem"-"not
a are of the world" ... "impo ible
to tran late into life." ... Undoubtedly there ill be many more. . .. All
e ha e left i the dubious satisfaction that e expected it. ... To walk
do n the Bowery muttering "heaven"
is to invite the public p ychiatrist. ...
lightly mad . . . . Jut imagine-he
thinks that Henry Ford and John L.
Lewis could get together if they believed more passionately and constantly in heaven. . . . What about the
hard realities of Fascism, Communism,
the class struggle, economic oppression, the slums, the roar of guns,
child labor, blood and soil,-all the
madness that men call sanity?
Despite the accuracy of our private
prophetics we were more than a little
astonished that all the critical responses came from Christians . . . .
Either they were content to let the
world stumble and grope in its dumb
red horror, or they were explicitly
ready to acknowledge that the Church
has been beaten back from almost all
areas of human life and must now
use its other-worldliness as a haven
of refuge and a retreat from reality.
. . . Here lies the heart of the matter.
. . . Christianity is an other-worldly
religion, but there is no whisper in
divine revelation that its otherworldliness should be used as a retreat from this world. . . . That was
the tragic weakness of monasticism.
. . . It is a function of Christianity

The
PILGRIM

By 0. P.

l<RETZMANN

"All the trumpets sounded
for him on the other side''
PILGRlM'S PROGRESS

Heaven and Earth II
}T WAS probably inevitable ..

La st month, in this place we
w~ f
,
e a ew tentative paragraphs the
substanc
' a
. . e of wh'ch
1 was that only
religion of another world can be of
permanent value in the solution of
th
e problems of this world. . . . As
soon as the words had been written
We reached f or another sheet of paper'
aocl set down the obvious reactions
rto such an approach . . . . As these
tnes go to press not all of them have
come tn,
· but we are off to a good
start
. ,,.. · · · · "Na'1ve sen t'1menta11sm
utterly unreal" - .. an escape psy9

IO

Th

o form
een, b
ern I be
the he ' n of r em tion. . . . To
ay that the redeemed oul h no hing to do in this ·orld but to ait
for the next is to fly in the f ce of
Him ho once said: ''Ye are the s It
of the earth," and pointed to a beaten
outcast as the answer to the question:
.. ho is my neighbor?" . . .
We are really desperately anxious
to set this matter straight. . . . In it
lies the solution for the difficulties,
both in thought and action, with
which we are confronted. . . . We
know that Christianity is the religion
of the forgiveness o f sin through faith
in the everlasting and final atonement
of the Cross . . . . We know th at one
does not have to believe this in order
to be a good member of society. . . .
W e know that there is no such thing
as a Christian social order.... Butand it is a heavenly but- the Christian
pilgrim on his way to heaven, lives
heaven here . ... He stands aside from
the general conspiracy of hate and
g reed and power. . . . He protests
against it. . . . He lives and loves
heaven so passionately that everyone
around him must know sooner or later
that he is a citizen of a far and better
country. . . . This may be idealism,
but it is not escape. . . .
Although Christianity is a message
of spiritual redemption, and its appeal is always to the individual and
the inner life, it never stops in the
sanctuary of the soul. . . . It must

o u
n o ' r in o the open sores
of life n brin
Im and healing to
o h ve been torn
hen e peak of
the e we re no hin in primarily
of the drif twoo and derelicts of the
Bo ery . . . . They are suspicious of
a "pie in the ky" reli ion- and even
though e cannot agree we can understand. . . . o, hea en is to be
brought to the real tragedies of the
contemporary orld, the mighty, the
dictators, the beasts of prey in our
economic jungle, the hollow pillars ~f
visible Christendom who worship
God on Sunday an d M ammon from
Monday to Saturday.. .. Can we not
listen to our Lord? A ll values have
been transvalued in the light of His
redemption and our consequent
heavenly citizenship .. . . Throughout
H is life among men He reserved the
cold whiteness of His wrath, not for
murder and adultery, but fo r hypocrisy, for doubledealing, for hardheartedness, for the calculating worldliness of the Pharisee. . . . H e saw
the twentieth century more clearly
than we. . . . In the blessed alchemy
of God the avaricious man became
only "Thou fool"-and no sophisti·
cated defense of the mad abuses of
capitalism can change him back again
to a respected member of society. · · ·
Our Lord never complained that
wealth was badly distributed ... • He
merely said that it was valueless. • · ·
In dealing with all the heartaches and
perplexities of man, He constantly at·
tacks the disease and never the symptoms-and the disease is always in
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the heart of man-an it name j
any form of or anized theology, but
always sin.
it o not nece arily follow that
This is our task and our pri il e. the e million are ithout faith. On
... Confronted by a thou an oic
the contrary, I have the impression
that cry failure and death o er the
hat they are waifs in a ildernes ,
broken body of Chri t, the an er lie
th ir ye training for some kindly
not in changing our theology, but in li ht to lead them from their despair.
changing our life.... Also for 1938
ore and more con ciously they listen
the last and highest reality i heaven. for the
ord. Long and hard have
. . . Centuries ago the Marcionites they taken thought, but as they look
asked "Did Jesus bring anything at their shadows on the ground it is
new?" ... Irenaeus answered: "He plain to them that they have not
brought everything new by bringing added a cubit to their stature." ...
Himself." ... Dimly a few men and That's far from everything-but it is
women in our world are beginning a start....
to see that. ... Before us as we write
lies a .recent column by Howard Vincent O'Brien of the Chicago Daily
News. He says: "Everywhere I find a
growing conviction that the next turn
of fortune's wheel will reveal a re- Deplorable Verse-and Good
vival of religion. As one man-ex- §TEPHEN LEACOCK'S new book
perienced and cynical-put it: 'We
Humour and H11manity says
have nowhere to go but to God.' . . . many things worth more than passing
And ~nother man-also a cynical attention .... He is a strange figure.
worldlmg-said: 'Such phrases an- ... A mathematician of the first order,
noy me. I resent them. They make me he has gradually become famous as
feel _that I haven't grown up; that, one of the most important humorists
despite
all I've learned, I'm 1· ust where (a humorist can be important) in
I
started. I keep hearing those words America. . . . In his latest volume we
about having to be like a little child like especially his remarks on ''Bad
before you can enter the kingdom of Poetry." ... Bad poetry, he says, must
heaven, and they make me mad. I'm be ''carefully distinguished and classinot a little child. I'm a tough old codg- fied into Deplorable, Execrable, and
er. But where has it got me? I seem Unpardonable." ... Of "Deplorable
to have been in the wrong school and Poetry" he writes:
th e thought of having to go back
' to
ki
"It is found as fill copy in any
. ndergarten annoys me. At the same moral, well-conducted paper. It deals
time I've got a sneaking suspicion with spring, the early daffodils, the
that that's just what I've got to do.'
might of England, the New Year ( inTbere remain millions untouched by cluding the death of the old year) ,
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Take,
take him, ii hty Leader,
Take a ain Thy s rvant' oul
To the hous from hich he wandered
Exil d, erring, long ago.

Higher Criticism, or a Scholar
Goes to Work

JT

"Home, home on the range
Where the Fords and the Cadillacs play,
Where the galloping herd
Is politely chauffeured
And the cowboy beds down his coupe."

And now-with apologies for the
sudden transition-some good verse.
... No one has done more for the
recovery of early Christian and medieval Latin verse than Miss Helen
Waddell. . . . Her translations of the
lyrics of wandering scholars monks
and secular singers are at tim;s breath~
taking in their simple beauty. . . .
Here are a few stanzas of her translation of Prudentius' "The Burial of
the Dead":
Take him, Earth, for cherishing,
To thy tender breast receive him.
Body of a man I bring thee,
Noble even in its ruin.

HAS been our good fortune
lately to discover a hitherto unknown work of the great Professor
Schunken-Schmoeker Auszer-ordentlicher Lizentiat zu Schleichstdu auf der
Heide, whose brilliant monographs
on sections of the Old Testament
have earned the wide acclaim of
all modern critics of the sacred writings of Christendom. In it he applies to a wellknown lyric the same
canons of criticisms which have placed
him in the front rank of the scholars
of the world and have earned fo r him
an invitation to lecture at the divinity
school of the University of Chicago.
We append a translation of this acute
critical work:
"Mary had a little lamb;
Its fleece was white as snow ;
And everywhere that Mary went
The lamb was sure to go."

"This famous lyric," writes Professor Schunken-Schmoeker, "is clear-

Jim
ly the product of a ci iliz tion u in
momentarily to examine it If in the
transition from a y tern of conomic
based on agriculture to a
t m
whose destiny is no longer boun up
with the soil. This become e i ent
when one examines the startlin contrast between the first and third line .
This contrast was first noted by Professor Schleichherum in hi monumental work "Die Stilistik und Poetik
der Dinosaurerperiode," althou h his
suggestion that the third line is therefore a later emendation is hardly
tenable. In the first line we are confronted with a civilization in which
each girl had her own lamb. T his is
clearly a primitive state of affairs. In
the !hird line is the amazingly contrasting statement that this g irl went
places, clearly an indication of the
freedom granted the fem ale of the
tribe at _a comparatively early age. The
suggestion of Professor Buckelnauf
th at both lines reflect a nomadic econ0 .
?1i~s can be de.finitely refuted by
pomtmg to the fact that the evident
tameness of the lamb, upon which the
poet places so much emphasis is
ha.rdlYconsistent
·
'
with the wellknown
wtlclness of lambs when exposed to
nomadic conditions. Obviously only
one cone!usion
· is
· possible:
.
The poet
standing on th e heights
•
of Parnassus,'
sees. clearly the changes which are
~ommg over the world he knew and
_oved. In the first line he points back
mto th e past; in the third he hails
th e f t
'
.
u ure and the new freedom.
It
ts one of the world's great transition
poems. It foreshadows the clash be-
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n • ci m n D mocracy.
do er e amination of he indivi u l lin s upport thi ie .
en
th o ening ord " ary" i heavy
ith m nin . Profe or Guckindieluft (Die poetische l eltanschatmng
der Troglodyten, pp. 1076 ff. ) , deirous of prese ing the traditional
date of the poem, suggests the
emendation "H en ry." The line would
then read in its entirety :
"Henry had a little lamb."

This will never do. It destroys the
very essence of the poet's thought.
Surely the fact that a male member of
the tribe had a little lamb is no fit
subj ect for exalted verse. Besides, the
transitional nature of the entire conception dem ands that the "Mary" be
left. Professor K amehl, the brilliant
disciple of W ellhausen, has suggested,
and I believe correctly, that the poet
is here conferring the immortality of
poetry upon a childhood love from
whom the cruel years h ad separated
him. In fact, it may be true, as he so
acutely points out, that originally she
had his goat, and that only the dimming forgetfulness of time had
changed both the possessor and the
thing possessed. At any rate, we have
here a moving portrait of a girl in
the full bloom of adolescence, just
emerging from childhood. A big girl
and a little lamb would have been
incongruous, especially if one remembers that a big girl, with her new
freedom, would have made the lamb
into a coat. Clearly the poem stands
poised not only between two civiliza-

I,

ic uncer intie of a ole ence.
r 1 ·ing
on lin indiboth the ucasian and Teutonic

e

cat

b ckg ro und of the lyric. To the ongoli n the egroi , and the red races
the blunt emphasis on hite as a
desirable quality
ould ha e be n
racially and culturally repugnant. he
ordic background is evident in the
strikingly original simile " bite as
snow." Professor Franz Knoedel has
pointed out that the last word is clearly a derivative from the ancient Aryan
expression of disgust, when on a
winter morning our ancestors were
face to face with the problem of
shoveling snow with their pre-historic
shovels: "S'no use." This conjecture
is a brilliant recognition of the
hitherto unnoticed fact that both
words have the same consonant and
vowel sounds. It also affords a striking instance of the linguistic connection between a phenomenon and the
primitive emotional reaction to it.
The last line has been the subject of
much discussion. Professor Scheiterhaufen (Die Dynamik der Babylonischen Unmoeglichkeitspoesie, pp.
1383 ff.) has pointed out that
the poem here soars so high into the

•it ility that the
congruous. The
inevitable, a
rhaps an early
o in of th three Furies. No
ri ht to be so sure. Such
urenc i s cnti Uy a characteristic
of she p. In an •er to this objectio~
e would again mphasize the transitional character of the poem. The
lamb, till a Jamb in shape and years,
is also poised on the threshold ?f
sheephood. It is becoming sure of it•
self. The conjecture of Professor
Rindhammel that the word "sure"
modifies the infiniti e "to go" is no
valid objection to this theory. Sur~ness of going, certainty of motion, 15
a purely subjective matter. The la?1b
was sure, not the going. The going
was merely an accidental manifesta·
tion of its fundamental sureness,
brought about by the primitive ern°·
tional attachment of man and beast, or
in this case, girl and lamb.
.
Thus the poem ends on a tolh~g,
somber note. The civilization which
the poet knew may be faci~g. tha~
dawn of another day, the ind1vidu f
may stand poised on the threshold 0
a new life but the lamb has become
inevitable.'Its sureness has become th.e
sureness of blind emotion, of fanatt·
cism. It has become a symbol of hu·
man life.

Life nd men t h 11 dmt rolls from the
and chok s the thro t and heart-

DUST BO
By JOHN

orJh-

L Breakdown

FEIERTAG
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LACE a bread crumb on the
kitchen linoleum. Then alk to
.
the other side and roll up the
linoleum. Now imagine you are the
bread crumb. Inch by inch, as the roll
moves steadily forward, ruthlessly
along your whole miniature horizon
the roll grows bigger and bigger. You
can't run for it. You can't shunt it
away. You can't do a thing about it.
Jus~ a _few more inches, and the huge
terrifying thing will smash youswallow you-take you into its dark
self.

ness. Prairie Pete da hes for the house,
shuts himself in. He may walk out of
his creaking shack if he wants to.
What's the use? It's dark inside. It's
darker out there where unfamiliar
things are taking place. The cattle,
well, God knows where they are. The
wheat field-a wind like this one will
scoop it out down to the hard pan.
Prairie Pete wonders whether his
windmill is whirling itself to pieces,
or did he shut it off before he ran
for the house? That new mill just
cost him the check he got for half the
mineral rights on his acreage. He must
make sure. He opens the door, but
the wind jerks it from his grip and
slams it against the house wall, then
slams it shut again after him. He
crouches down, leans far forward
against the gale, head tilted away
from the force of the blast. He tunnels toward the only new thing .on
the farm, his new mill. He can't see
it but he knows it's there. A metallic
n~te added to the snarl and hiss of
roaring sand tells him he has reached
the windmill. He reaches for the
brake handle and finds himself

That is a picture of the dust bowl
d:-7eller when his horizon rolls up
higher than a mountain and with
d?uble-quick time sweeps down upon
him. It is as though a giant hand
rolls up the carpet of the once good
ear th on which Prairie Pete who is
the
· person of many
' dustb composite
?wl plainsmen, stands fixed. The
giant hand sends the sun-high roller
~bling across the plains on which
~ stands stunned with fear. Run?
f ere ? The fearful thing stretches
prom. east to west. In two minutes
ete 15 swallowed by the stifling dark15
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. He
r
le ricity
coll ed.
ye are full of dirt· hi no e i
fuH. He trie to cou h, but he ale
t kes hi brea h a ay. He' had
enough. He lamp hi jaw together,
hear grit grind in hi teeth. Back to
the hou e. E ery movement of his
fingers tells him e ery wrinkle is full
of grit.
He explodes into the house in a
fresh cloud of dust, hea es the door
away from the wind's suction until the
latch clicks. Then he stan ds there
head down, stoop-shouldered, a curse
forming on his lips. H e doesn't speak.
As his eyes clear, he sees Mrs. Pete
sitting on the floor, sobbing into her
apron . Frightened, wailing, little Pete
clings to mama' s neck. In the window
pane behind the radio Ma Pete had
noticed a crack spewing a jet of dust
into h er curtains and on her clean
floor. She had wanted to stuff a wet
rag into the opening but got her eyes
full of dirt. Half blinded she stumbled
against little Pete tugging at her skirt,
tripped and fell to the floor with
youngster, radio, curtains.
Old Pete kneels down to console
Ma, but he's sobbing himself.
The table lamp gives off an uncertain glow in the brown-gray atmosphere to reveal tear channels running down two grimy faces. Little
Pete would have them too if he had
not spoiled the effect by swishing a
skinny finger along the end of his
nose into the general direction of his

n hi f ce i a meary,
rim , bro,; ni h lo from nose to
h irline.
" h P t , h will e do?" Pete
didn't kno
hat hey ould do. He
did kno tha
ery breath felt as
though he ere running a percolator
bru h up each no tril and down his
throat.
" Let's get out of here."
" But, Pete, it's orse out."
"Yeah." H e knew. H e had been
there. ow that h e was inside again
he was afraid. Hi wife was afraid.
And little Pete, well, he was "plumb
scairt."
P rairie Pete knew that. He did not
know, it hardly could h ave occurred to
him, that there could be such a thing
as claustrophobia on the wide open
spaces.

Case History
It was 1921 when Pete, with his
wife and three year old daughte~, a
carload of household goods and 1rn·
plements, and some cattle, set foot_on
eastern Colorado soil. He was going
to conquer the world. After ten years
of good fortune, security and independence seemed to have come to
him. Forty fat steers were ranging on
land that had cost him thirty dollars
per acre, but the land was paid for
now after those good wheat harvests.
Corn and feed to last through the
winter were stored away. Even ~rs.
Pete, in her new house, always a h~tle
doubtful about the wisdom of moving
to a "dry farm," looked about herself

Jun
thinking that after all they h done
well. The market ste rs oul pay for
the house; little Pete, six month old,
was doing fine even if he was "just
a mite skinny." Petrina, now thirteen,
was learning to be a great help to
her mother. The family was supplied
with new clothing, and there was a
tidy sum saved to send Petrina to
high school in town next fall. They
had done well.
But that spring, out of the northeast, roared a blizzard that trapped
~ete out on the range while he was
m a great hurry to drive his cattle
home. The blizzard trapped Petrina
too. It trapped Mrs. Pete in her new
house with but a few cobs for fuel.
When there were no more cobs to
burn, she went to bed with little Pete
to keep warm. For a day and a half
she stayed there with nothing to do
but worry about her man. She did not
:'7°rry about Petrina. Petrina was safe
10
school. School bus drivers were
paid to see to such things. But PeteAt the end of the thirty-sixth hour
when the wind let up somewhat Pet;
~
d.
'
_ompe into the house and presented
himself at the bedside of his wife and
s~n with the news that he had saved
himself by taking shelter in the disembowelled carcass of one of his forty
!~ad st eers and fourteen dead cows.
1 had been smothered or frozen in
the great blizzard.
. A few hours later neighbors came
into Pete's p 1ace d nvmg
. .
two teams
of horses hitched to a barn door which
had been pressed into service as a
s1ed O ·
· n 1t were two large blanket-
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r p d bundle . They carrie the
maller one into the house and prented it to Pete. It as the frozen,
de d body of thirteen year old Petrina. The other bundle was the body
of the school bus driver, who, with
four other children, had died trying
to get the kids to school.
After that cruel March blizzard
Mother Nature grew miserly with her
moisture. The next summer was the
last to produce a crop. That fall and
winter there was no snow. Spring
and summer brought no rain. No
crop. Nothing.
The debt on the house was never
wiped out. Mrs. Pete's savings were
given to the undertaker. Pete's feed
piles were gone. His corn cribs were
empty. Borrowed money bought seed
that sprouted into weak little shoots.
They curled down to the hot earth
or were gnawed away by migrating
clouds of grasshoppers. Ten surviving head of cattle had to be fed Russian thistles and a smattering of cotton cake. Real grain and good feed
were far too costly. Fields once waving with knee-deep buffalo grass, then
wheat, now exhaled heat waves from
their bare, brown, implement-scarred
surfaces. No snow. No rain. No crop.
No cash. Nothing.
Then came February 1935 with a
second blizzard. A black one this
time. A blizzard that carried dust and
grit with enough force to sandpaper
the f enceposts smooth. The preceding
summer the grasshoppers had chewed
these same fenceposts rough. It was a
blizzard that loaded itself with elec-
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Dust Bowl Religion
They didn't get out of here. Instead, they put the radio back on its
feet. Supper was not garnished with
de er talk that night. Little Pete alone
spurned any solace there might be in
the glum silence. H e was fidgety .
Grim and dirty the Pete family retired to the bedroom's dusty atmosphere. Wet rags along the window
sills didn't seem to keep out the dust.
Sleep did not come easy. The stink
of dust on pillows and in the bedding
irritated caked nostrils.
In the morning they saw that the
windmill had run itself to pieces. T wo
more cows were down and would not
be "tailed up." At high noon they
were dead. A chicken's head, still
cackling, protruded from one of the
dust banks that tapered away in long
drifts from every solid object above
the surface of the ground. Mrs. Pete
gathered a coal scuttle full of dust out
of her kitchen. Little Pete coughed
and wiped his nose on his sleeve.
Out in the barn, at the greasy repair
bench, Pete found an Idaho road map
partly covered with a velvety dust
coat. He slapped the dust out of
it, opened it, and began to daydream of locations along mountain
roads through forests of green trees,

r-flowing streams.
n
no h r duster
the outh to undo
r . te' c ref ul housete coughed more that
o ar morning
hen his
intermitt nt ho •lin
ould not stop,
a ete alarm d inv tigated. Fever
fla he ai'temated ' ith coughing spells.
arly in the morning the family sputtered to town in the old hippet to
see D oc. After they had parked the
car in the junkyard because they knew
the p atrolman ould not look there
for three-year-old license plates, they
carried little feverish, skinny Pete to
the doctor's office. " An odd form of
pneumonia," the doctor said. "We
call it 'dust-pneumonia.' " Three ~ays
later " dust-pneumonia" killed little
Pete.
Another funeral.
"We ought to get a preacher to
speak over little Pete."
"Yeah. Which one ?" Pete reme~d
bered that four preachers had sat
many nice things when Petrina and
her schoolmates were buried.
Pete was a Presbyterian "by b~ptism." His wife remembered attendt~~
a church back in Nebraska but cou
not recall its denomination. In Colod
rado neither of them had much nee
or use for churches. They had nothing
against them. Every Christmas Pete
used to send each church in the corn·
munity a check. When check writin~
stopped, Ma Pete continued the go~
work with her donations to all t ~
food sales. Somehow, until that fata
March blizzard, they had gotten along

J11n
quite well without the hurch . Then
the churches came to help ury etrina. Now some church ought to
bury little Pete.
Which church?
Pete's nearest neighbor belonge to
the Assembly of God. everal night
each week their meeting la ted until
the early morning hours or longer,
depending upon who got the pirit.
Pete could not see the sense of gettin'
so riled up over religion at night so
that one was too fagged to saddle a
P?ny in the morning. Besides, one
night neighbor Joe's uncle came
marchin' over the rise prayin' for his
so~l, and he kept on prayin' even
V.:hile the sheriff and his deputy took
him away. Pete and his wife were
weary enough without wearing themselves out shouting half the night.
There were the Methodists but
years ago they were mysteriousiy involved in a Klan fight. Their last
pre~che~ just left because his congregation,. instead of raising his salary,
gave him nothing until he couldn't
~o~d out any longer. If that was religion Pete wanted none of it.
"nicer" people went to the
Christian church. But it had no
pre~cher. It had a Sunday School organized by the good ladies. Pete
thou'?ht his little Pete brought home
prettier paper dolls from grade school
tban those kids from that Sunday
School showed their Dads Sunday
noon.

T?~

Pete had nothing against the Luth;~an~ even though they were a puzzle
him. They always managed to have
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r cher. But hen their Petrina
, buried their pre cher a the only
one ho ouldn't speak. He ouldn't
c k now ither. He a out.
o the high school principal talked
at little P te' s funeral.
Little Pete was laid in a gra e in
the cemetery on the wind-swept rise
outh of town. His school mates laid
a spray of wilted flowers (twentyfour hours service out of Denver) on
the grave. That same afternoon a
duster whisked them away as though
they were contraband smuggled into
forbidden territory. Toward evening
a fan-shaped drift of soft, brown silt
slanted off and away from the new
mound in the cemetery. At the very
end of the drift lay an arrow head
untouched by human hands since the
time it sped from some Cheyenne's
bow string.

Alone
Three weeks ago Pete visited the
grave of his son. Pete was all alone
now. After that night when they
found his missing wife out on the
prairie range running from fence post
to fence post with a dust rag, they
took her away.
Pete stood all alone among the
headstones. Some were leaning a bit
because the soil around their bases
was being blown away. Pete shuddered just a trifle as he hoped two
white, little shin bones would never
be laid bare on this hill-top.
All alone. No crop. No cattle. No
farm. No family. Everything gone.
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Thi morning, in the barber hop
the to n wag announced that his
ife had recei ed a letter from a
relative in Idaho. He said Pete had
hitch-hiked to his brother's place and
was trying to "become a flea on Uncle
Sam's friendly WPA dog. Funniest
thing, though, was that Pete was takin'
some sort of course in religion at

ni ht . I n ,. r , ould of thought that
a out P te."
1~ I al ays i there was some
good in , ery man. I remember the
y
I left Illinoi ... ." The barber
b gan. The po tm ter interrupted the
beginning of some perfectly good
history ith, "Re ort just come in
that they found oil on old Pete's
southeast quarter. And there's a duster reported headed this way from the
Oklahoma line."
Other crumbs would be smashed in
the dust bowl.

* * *
For Journef s End
What if the way be dark and steep,
Rugged the hill and long ?
We shall forget the toilsome climb
Hearing the angel song.
What though the friends we loved are gone,
Loneliness our estateWe shall forget our solitude
When we approach the gate.
What if no fair reward we gain
After a life toil-spent?
We shall forget our laborings
Knowing the veil is rent.
Certain that darkness turns to lightLoneliness brings a Friend,
This the reward we joy to findLight at our Journey's end.
IDA M. E. CAMPEN

inland water in the orld. othing
c n surpa s the grandeur of the
mountain slopes that almost completely surround it, lorded over by the towring azmann, se en thousand feet
of it, all exposed from the water's
edge upward. ow, whenever Berchtesgaden is referred to in the news
cables, we are reminded not of the
turquoise blue depths of the sea of
kings and king of seas, but of Adolf
Hitler.
I lately saw a motion picture of the
Bavarian lake in the course of a lecture by Burton Holmes. There was
old Bertelsgo' n-and there were the
little Bavarian boys once more, probably the children of those who once
greeted us with the Bavarian howdy,
'sGott, meaning "Gruess Gott" -God
greet you!
Then Mr. Holmes spoke of Hitler's Germany. It was not Nazi propaganda, but it was an expression of
great admiration for the new Germany. One characteristic phrase sticks.
On the screen, a group of stalwart
young men working with shovels on
the highway. Mr. Holmes: "They are
working. You don't see twelve men
leaning on one shovel."
That is one side; and no one is fair
to present-day Germany who ignores
it. The industrial revival, the complete abolition of unemployment, a
rejuvenated, self-respecting people.
Then there is another side, and it
was set forth in rrchrist or Wotan,"
in the last CRESSE.T. I have not been
in Germany lately, but I have some
documents that make strange reading.

THE

ALEMBIC
By

THEODORE

GRAEBNER

"The world cares little for anything a man has to utter that
h_as not previously been disttlled in the alembic of his
life."
HOLLAND, Gold-Foil

~Bertelsgo'n. That is the way

e little Bavarian boys we met on
the road leading to Berchtesgaden
pr?nounced it. Somewhere in the
n~tghborhood, Adolf Hitler now has
his residence. It is in the highest part
of Germany, in the midst of a landscape of the most entrancing beauty.
F
bour _mi·1es to the south, if I rememL;tghtl!", is the Koenigsee. With
. . Louise, Lake Tahoe and Lake
T thca 10
ca · the Andes it ' shares the
rep utatton
· of being the ' most beautiful
21
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the two were on adjoining pieces of
property. One day, when the wind was
in the right direction, Timm set fire
to his own barn in the hope that it
would ignite the neighbor's barn and
destroy it. What happened was that
it set fire to another building of Mr.
Timm's, and the neighbor's property
was unscathed. So what? Timm' s experiment in arson was made at a sacrifice of 300 bushels of grain. Hitler
says: "Raise grain!" So Ernst Timm is
found guilty of having violated the
farmer's pledge to Adolf Hitler in
support of the Four-Year Plan. Mind
you, Timm had destroyed his own
property only, and he gets three years
in State prison and loss of all civic
rights for five years. This is the new
German ethics, which centers in the
person of Der Fuehrer.
A number of German builders and
contractors visit the United States in
193 7. They are royally entertained
by American contractors. One of the
visitors writes a letter to a new-found
American friend, and from it I translate literally the following:
"The churches in Germany cannot yet
grasp the fact that they are today no

finite influence
of youth. The
church ma pro i e r ligious trainin . h educ tion of outh itself the
t te ha taken into its own hands."
If you ill object that this is our
American y t m of parating church
and state, read o r these three sentence three time , or as often as is
n cessary until the light dawns. We
ha e been taught to believe that a
hristianity that cannot educate its
youth but must limit itself to "religious training," has not that freedom
which it needs in order to live. When
the Supreme Court, in 1922, uphe~d
the right of parents to give their children a church (parochial) school
education, Associate Justice McRey·
nolds called this privilege a fundamental human right.
1

Mastery - Or Magic? _It
looked like magic, but mastery at_ its
highest potential always acquires
something of the mystic character.
The Concordia Seminary Students
Chorus was at the studio of broadcasting station KMOX in St. Louis
one Sunday morning in February.
had the address in the ''Church 0
the Air'• program, and William B.
Heyne was leading his choir in the
opening number. Somehow the con·
tact between the prelude and the
choir number had failed to develo~,
and while no one knows just how it
happened, the Chorus began its n~:
ber on two different keys. There 15

!

Jim
certain frozen feeling one ct only
when a choir is at the point of gain
to pieces. A few second later all
was harmony, and the number as
sung with the usual er e and fini h.
When I asked the conductor what
magic he had used to bring order out
of confusion, he said: "I held back
the First and Second Bass until they
found their key." Now all of this
happened in precisely five seconds
by the big studio clock. It meant that
the correct key was picked out by the
conductor, the false key suppressed
by some motion of the hand and then
h_alf the chorus brought in on the
nght key, all before the second measure was sung.
Until I had seen and heard a conductor perform this sensational stunt,
I had not believed the stories I had
heard from one of the members of
the orchestra of Theodore Thomas
th e great director of the Chicag~
Orchestra. At a musical festival in
New Orleans his orchestra was to
do an operatic number together with
a local chorus. Now it seems that in
th e orchestral prelude, four bars bef?r: the cue-note, was one somewhat
similar, and when that was reached
tbe chorus, being possibly overwro~ght, or seized by some panic
~ania for blundering, promptly came
In-four bars ahead of the proper
place. A frightful discord arose and
~e manager, standing in the wings
h1S . sai'd to have literally torn his'
f ai~. 1'he whole performance seemed
a~ing about his ears in hopeless
rum. But the next moment he found
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to hi am zem nt no more di cord,
but or h tra and chorus mo ing
alon
micably that only those
familiar ith the score suspected the
imminent hipwreck. o to the end
it
ent, smoothly and perfectly.
When it wa over, big-eyed and still
mopping bis brow, the manager
sought Mr. Thomas.
" ay," he gasped, "I wish you
would tell me how you did that."
"Oh," said Mr. Thomas easily, "I
just jumped the orchestra ahead four
bars; that was all."
Something of the rapport of a
chorus or orchestra under a masterful
leader must enter psychologically into
his control over them, which seems
at times not to be rationally explainable, but to belong more to the
region of telepathy than of discernible things.

~ - When Emotions Crack. It
may strike some people as "ridiculous," even as "funny," when audiences become psychopathic under the
strain of some new craze in music
or dramatics, but to me these phenomena have something terrifying.
Something has snapped, and the emotional machine is running wild. In
this there is a threat to the whole
complex of feeling and motor impulses. Violence and passion strew
their wreckage where the balance of
aesthetic standards has been lost.
When Nelson Eddy made his appearance in St. Louis, an intermittent, high-pitched squealing set in
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p into the aisles
n r ce
and dancing.
,
im le
own on their
mile.
i ocif r ion i u
from
hould be the
school irl and to s y that th y
il
i
ho ·ing un er ement.
They ere in
fr nzy. olice ere
tationed in the ·in s to prevent
their following the sin er backstage.
About eleven o'clo k all form lity
as thrown overboard. Girls yelled
the titles of songs they anted sung,
and pandemonium continued until
Eddy appeared in the wings wearing
his overcoat and waving his hat in
City Streets. Some unknown
frantic goodbyes.
When Benny Goodman plays bis friend and admirer in the Street and
swing numbers, the crowd becomes Sewer D epartment of the City of St.
frenetic. The musical critics look in Louis sends me, every year in the
bewilderment upon the turmoil. One spring, a large volume containing the
of them reports in the N ew York record of the work our city has done
Times : " We went to discover a new, to make the streets and the sewers
original, thrilling music. We stayed of the city serve their purpose. Fro~
to watch a social and physical phe- the reading of this volume I obta1?
nomenon. For the great gathering much information regarding the van·
was almost off its head with joy. This ous types of road surfacing, the
form of sound is a curious reduction, proper weight of manhole covers, the
almost disintegration, of music into advantage of brick construction over
its component elements. There is concrete in the building of sewers,
hardly an attempt at beauty of tone, and recently some altogether thr~ll~ng
and certainly none at construction of information about the stream-hntng
melody. Nor did we hear a single of these drains. After reading the ~olplayer in the course of a solid hour ume, one is filled with admirat10n
of music invent one original or in- for the officials that supervise !hese
teresting musical phrase over the per- features of big city life and with a
sistent basic rhythm." Yet there must desire to get under a shower.
In the fall of the year the same debe in swing music a peculiar power
to derange the emotional pattern. The partment sends me another volume
conduct of the crowds who pack the about the traffic problems and hoW
theater is fascinating, unbelievable, the Department of Streets and Sewer;
even terrifying. They grunt, moan, meets them. We understand, 0
and make guttural noises. They sway course, that aside from the incidents
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that make so notable a chap er in Les
Miserables, traffic is limited to th
upper side of the streets. The p ru al
of this volume supplies one ith
surprising amount of detail about the
things that can happen in the ay
of traffic accidents. It is all summe
up finally in one long table. Thousands and thousands of accidents
have happened in one year because of
auto driver drinking and auto driver
dru~, pedestrian drinking and pedestrian drunk, left turn and right
t~rn accidents, lost control, skidding,
sideswiped, asleep at wheel ( 63 got
hurt that way last year), backing up,
confused in rain motor stalled falling out of auto <'18 of my f ello~ citizens ~ell out of their cars and got
hurt m 1937), truck trailer comes
loose, defective brakes, and many,
many other sources of bodily injury.
~here are two strange discoveries
which I made in the course of reading
th'
.
is unique volume. In the first place,
contrary to the claims made in some
~hurch papers, the accidents involving alcoholism have steadily decreased, from 1333 in the year 1934 to
less than six hundred in 193 7. The
book exp1ams
· that the heavy fines impo_sed when accidents are due to
drinking have cut down the rate. This
how
f ever, does not account for the'
a_ct th at while one hundred pedesthrians got hurt while drunk in 1934
t en b
fi um er has now dropped to sixty-'
ve annually. Surely, no pedestrian
af ter
lki
.
'
wa ng mto headlights in a
t of mo
sate
1
.
.
.
re or ess complete mtox1cation, is going
· to be given
.
fines and
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orkhou e ent nee to help him stay
ob r. Those of u
ho ha e had to
top on a dime in order to gi e one
of these obfuscated individuals a
ch nee to reach the curb ha e wished
for some kind of legislation that
ould make fines and imprisonment
mandatory for pede trians ho cross
streets while inebriated. But there are
no such laws; it must be that St. Louis
is simply sobering up. It may also be
that the "Blotto Service" advocated
by the St. Louis Department of Streets
and Sewers will help further to reduce the number of accidents caused
by drivers who have the habit of mixing too many Martinis with their
Texaco. This Aid to Slightly Dizzy
Motorists is described in the 193 7
report on traffic accidents. I will print
out this short paragraph in full. It is
so beautiful in its sentiment and in its
restraint of diction that I shall let it
stand without any further comment as
one of the finest literary efforts ever
put forth by any metropolitan Department of Streets and Sewers. Here it is:
"Further betterment could be obtained if the taxicab companies would
establish a 'Blotto Service.' Many
motorists in no shape to drive hesitate to leave their cars parked all night
in front of a tavern or hotel, and besides they need the car for business
next morning. By telephoning 'Blotto Service' a taxicab would be furnished with an extra driver at a
slightly increased cost. The latter
could drive home the owner's car and
return to headquarters in the taxicab
to await the next customer. This sug-
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ion my ound illy, ut it
worth tri 1 if it ·ill \ liv ."

h yr F udin
he
pro ' O ation re
entirely
the
musical department. P gc and age
on er h in-"high prie t of jazz,"
"a gifted and hardworking young
man"-words to that effect-but regarding the loveliest strain of rhythm
in all modern music, the slow part of
the Rhapsody in Blue, only the admission that "some of us" believe it to be
evidence of "resourcefulness"-then
a suggestion that Gershwin stole it.
ow if there is anything more
poignantly ( one of the 3.00 words
of the musical critics) descriptive of
the modem mood than that andante
movement, anything more appealing
to the ear than the R. in B., what is
it? Or what is wrong with some of
us for falling in love with it? By and
by we shall be told that the adagio
in Tschaikovsky's Fourth Symphony
is artificial, that Tea for Two is tripe,
and that the Grand Canyon Suite is
also a pot boiler (besides being mostly
stolen).
Our training somehow has been all
wrong. Age twelve, Kuhlau Sonatas;
Zauberfloete, piano partitur. Age 14,
W ohltemperiertes Klavier, at least the
easier studies; then Mozart's sonatas,
whose joyous harmonies have been
ringing through this half century.
Then Beethoven, three or four sonatas, and the Septuor partitur, and all
the symphonies transcribed for piano

humann, Chopin

if no too m n h r
nd flats),
, nd th n in the l t nineties, the unfor t ble day at ddi on in the old
R chlin home, ju t Ii tening. Fred had
di co ered the Ru ians and played
Boro in' and Aren ky' s suites, Glazuno ·s and Balakirev' s dances, Mous·
sorg ky and Rimski-Korsakov, and
others I have forgotten, hours and
hours on end.
All this, not in order to be rated
as a musician, but because music spoke
to the soul, spoke in a hundred dia·
lects. And now to be out of tune with
the whole world of musical scholarship! No blinking that. What it admires, I regard as a token of decadence, if not of dadaism outright; and
when I admire a modern, I find that
critical scholarship regards him as_ at
best mediocre (like Gershwin having
"no small amount of originality");
and his best things stolen.
Far be it from any of us to disp~t_e
the correctness of Prof. Hansen's cnt1•
cism. But out on what limb does that
leave the Alembic? That it was not
the intention of Prof. H. to put us
there ( our full musical degradation
stands only now revealed to hirn)
does not help the matter to any ap·
preciable extent.
Enough of this. Let us now see
what Mr. Roosevelt says to us stock·
holders. I hold three shares (par va~ue
$50.00) in the Farmers Cooperative
Elevator at Forman North Dakota,
and am interested t~ hear what I did
to bring on this depression.
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~ It Must b

Mongoli m.
e
comment of Mr. Hoo er on r ent
unemployment figures coul not h e
been timed more perfectly. It
made as he returned from urope after being honored in the capital of
twelve nations. "Yes," he said, "I
remember that some rather bitter slogans were directed at us during the
Presidential campaign. But that as
forty billion dollars ago. We are living in the present." Nothing more biting, more brilliant has been said in
criticism of the New Deal.
Still the suggestion is made that a
small number of rich people have
brought on the recession. Apologists
for the complete failure of the New
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Deal must attribute to the banker
an industriali ts something of the
ychology of the Japanese aristocrats ho, on finding themsel es out
of harmony with the p rty in power,
ill congregate, as recently did five
or six at the entrance to the office of
some 'hated leader, and five minutes
before his scheduled arrival will, right
on the sidewalk, commit harakiri. I
will not describe the process, as I note
that THE CRESSET is sometimes read
by children of tender age. I will say,
though, that five or six milita~. men
just having committed baraki~1. ~an
be depended upon to give a poht1e1an
quite a turn. But, then, the J~~a_n~se
have traditionally finer sens1b1lit1es.

* * *
Another
She took a scrap of happiness
('Twas all that God had given) ;
She tied it into a gracious bow
As you and I tie ribbon ;
Then to her soul she pinned it tight
That the glow of her faith might shine
Into another's saddened life.
I know-It shone on mine.
ALVINA DREYER

!11Jic and the emotions of m 11- evocations of
moods from the c thedt'. t lo the taxi-dance.

MOOD, Thi MUSIC
By R. R.

CAEMMERER

A_RE some of us tuned to the in.fl_ finite, and others just dense?

the opportunities for musical enjoyment been greater ; but we are ?ot
musical. Are we, perhaps, being
taught too well ? Do we know t~o
many words about music, and too little music ? Are minds getting in t?e
way of ears? We might dally with
this assumption.
Start with the tune and the thump,
The tune's the thing, says even so red
doubtable a popularizer of goo
1 Bemusic as Dr. Spaeth. How come·
cause we find repertories of tunes '?1·
uable? Because we know what to sing
when there's a piano--"twenty less?ns
in popularity" ? Surely it's much s~mpler. We like tunes. And regarding
thumps: We like to thump. A beat
drums in the blood.
Why make this thing harder th an
it is ? We like music because it evokes
. 1·k·
g ourf
a sense of liking or of dts
1 1n ·
'
1·
sense of approval, our fee ing .0
1
agreeability, is marshalled in~o act "d
ity. We live so close to our bkes an
· funC·
dislikes that we overlook their d.
1
tion. All emotions vanish when we ~
sect them, but they are powerful an

Or, more concretely, are some
of us a bit dizzied in the aural labyrinth-somewhat "tetched" in the
emotions-too much daunted by fashions and critics and such-and have
the rest of us our feet on the ground ?
We are talking about music.
We talk about it because it is such
a natural, first-hand expression of the
human heart, such a rich heritage of
experience; and yet, outside of a few
racial strains, in our own country it is
a meagerly appreciated treasure. Publishers' statistics and radio ratings reveal the average American as viewing
music in terms of tunes plus thumps.
Beyond lies the highbrow music montage of mink coats, outboard shirts,
critic's maunderings, and tonal confusion. The music that is hummable
and tappable is palpable. The restisn't it, maybe, a pose? Of course, we
know we are supposed to like certain
things; like Bach, for example.
Bach . . .
What is the difficulty? Never have
28

Jim
real when attached to somethin el e.
An emotion is like a medicine th t
can be taken only in a capsule. ound ,
rhythms-tastes, colors, forms, touch,
for that matter-are such capsule .
Sybaritism? Epicureanism?
urely;
when food, and friendship, and other
joys are made only a sense-vehicle for
some rudimentary emotion, e are
bidding that hearty thing the erman
calls Lust depart from them and making lust take its place. But of all the
feeling-vehicles-Schweitzer has this
idea somewhere- music is least readi~y debased; it is the language of emohon. that is least trammeled by the
leading-strings of indulgence.

Tunes and Thumps
. A tune is a device, then, for creating a mood. We can feel very gay to

some melodies, and rather sad about
0 th
. ers; some have a haunting quality
like amemory Just
· beyond reach and
ot~e~s are ribald and not quite 'nice.
It s m the words ? Not at all. More
tunes are conveye d without
•
words
than wit· h them; words can offer
dow · h ·
nr\g t Interference with the mood
0 f music
·
•
sometimes,
as when a chorale
ts made t O
h
serve stanzas, or entire
ymns, for which its tune and setting
were not · •
Th
ongmally conceived.
th
-is e ~p-we usually say rhythm
·
a Similar device. It is the allimportant th·
·
·
.
mg m muste · for smce
you cannot h
•' .
tone-mood t ear everythmg m your
sorb the a on~:' as you would aba 1
composition of a painting at
g ance' there must be a succession
.
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of impre ion ; hence the rhythm is
at once the arrangement of the musical cene, and the e oking of musical
moo . A melody has rhythm; but
ithout melody there can be rhythms
that tug at the soul.
In the la t fi e hundred years the
pooling of musical experience has led
to the devising of other musical feeling-vehicles. If tones be caused to
sound simultaneously in chords rather
than successively in melodies, we find
a rich domain of musical feeling opening before us. But the introduction of
harmony produced a musical tragedy
from wh ich we are only now beginning to recover. In order to think and
reproduce acceptable chords you have
to h ave some kind of accepted arrangement of notes in a scale .
Through the ages there have been
limitless ways of combining notes in
scales, of course, and each type of
scale has been the means of a unique
feeling-response. But in systematizing
musical expression, men tended to
limit the number of such scales.
Through the influence of the church,
at the dawn of modern music three
hundred years ago, there were seven
such scales, or "modes." The idea had
arisen that a composition should remain in the same "mode" throughout. This meant that any given composition could have very few chords
of any interest. In Bach's time men
first solved this problem by writing
music in only two of the traditional
"modes"-we call them major and
minor keys-and by tuning the scale
so that you could make these modes

I,

r

r rn

,

ry rran em nt of oun
r n ely to any oth r rran emcnt; hence much I o ntial musical experience ·as stifle .
ny
modern corn osers are incerely an
uccessfully endea oring to emancipate our ears from these limitations;
their aim is not the titivation of dissonance, but the enlarging of the capacity for musical experience.
It was further detected that a certain structure, balance, and symmetry
is necessary for the evocation of mood,
even in a th ing as simple as melody.
This led to the development of
"forms" of music. It was also found
that musical themes could be woven
together in competition or co-operation of "voices," and thus was developed the science of counterpoint.
Finally the years added to the appreciation of music an understanding
of the function of different instruments in supplementing the musical
mood. The first musical instrument is
still the most effective in this direction, namely the human voice. By
choosing and combining the timbre of
his instruments, the composer of
music has a tool for the rousing of
emotions richly supplementing the intervals and rhythms of his tones in
themselves.
But back to the basic idea: this
complex of musical conventions, his-

Music for the Heart
H ere we get into trouble. Only
feeling ? All this culture, this scienc;,
just for feelings? But look. A ma~ s
feelings cannot be culled out of ~trn
like warts. The old psychologiStS
called our feelings "affective responses" ; the new ones remind us that
they involve the whole of man. T?ere
are no Amen corners in emotions.
They .fill narthex, nave, chancel, aocl
choir of the soul- yea, even the crypt.
When we assume that music c~eate~
feelings and moods, we have ass1gne
to music a leading role of life. Tho~e
· "1n
who bewail the lack of "meaning
.e
the moderns should well e:xarnin
themselves to see whether they have
caught the meaning of the classics,
namely the moods too deep for wo rd s.
't 't
Or somebody else objects: doesn 1
help you to know who composed _a
piece? from what musical age it
comes? what is its structure, its "pr_o·
gram," its original purpose? Musid
and no program notes? To underst~
the man behind the music, his equip£
ment and significance in the re_ali:1 i
tone, is that not music apprec1at1on ·

°
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-The answer is: that
you. If your ap aratu of t hnic I
understanding i the end, r th r th n
the means, of your mu ic then }ou
may soon miss it all. There i
c rtain intellectual timulu an mo ion
of logic, in classifying ~u ic in di cerning its theory, in di ectin it
~eth~d. But the appreciation is in the
listening. Our information of origin,
o~ understanding of theory, of acertain composition, is to enable us to
free ourselves from our own arbitrary
assumptions concerning musical language_ and to discern musical experiences m the composer's own terms.
That means we must listen and not
l?ok. When the conductor was epileptic, we say it was an emotional composition; when the pianist flung his
hands skyward with abandon and the
violinist swayed nautch-like from the
hips, we say the music was passionat~. That's too bad. Perhaps the radio
~/Ill teach us only to listen. The 'cello
10
the hands of a master will often
produce more unadulterated emotional
resp
· the hearer than, say, the
0
.
nse m
piano; not so many didoes are cut
before your eyes. The performer usually draws more from the music than
the
the former, if sincere,
d hearer;
.
eals Just with music· the latter cannot always forget the 'performer.

lust Listen
It means we must listen and not
associate. Kettle-drums are not the
~rerogative of the Congo. Syncopation is Handel's device as well as

I

1
o

m n' . nly one thin
to be
i ted ·ith mu ic- the prim ry
m od of jo}, or e altation or stability, or race; or their oppo ite . It
may be o ible to xpre that mood
in term of a picture or an e ent. But
then the picture or the e ent is only
a imile of hat the mu ic has done.
ou sorg ky as not painting the
Pictures at an Exhibition; he was
e oking feelings aroused by uch pictures. Of one of Bach's things Goethe
said that it made him think of grand
dames going up and down a beautiful
staircase. Bach may not have thought
of that at all, and we might describe
the same music with allusions to
Gothic windows. But that the composition evoked a sense of lightness,
luxury, symmetry, well-being, which
we should experience when viewing
that rococo scene, is a tribute both
to Goethe and to Bach. "It makes me
think of," we say about music. We
should mean, "It makes me feel as
though."
We must listen and not think.
Thinking may clear the way for good
listening-in fact that is the idea of
these paragraphs-but it is not the
hearing. It is thinking to analyze dux
and comes in a fugue; but it is listening that makes the giant stretto in the
closing pages of the G-minor Organ
Fantasy and Fugue wring the heart
and raise it in a holy joy. It is thinking to know of the frustrations that
gnawed through to the soul of
Tschaikovsky; but to expand with the
cosmic condolence of the last move-

J,

* * *
Back to Diocletian
Here are a few choice phrases which the Emperor Diocletian
applied to big business and its doings along about A.D. 300:
"Plunderers of the commonwealth."
"Harriers of the common fortune."
"Eager checkers of prosperity."
"Intolerable robbers."
"Odious criminals."
"Unbridled lust of power."
"Atrocious inhumanity."
"Raging avarice, reckless madness."
"Detestable enormity, untamed fury."
"Human language cannot find words to express," etc.
After delivering himself of these Philippic delicacies, the
modest monarch tells what he is going to do about it:
"It suits us, who are the watchful parents of the whole hu·
man race, that justice step in as arbiter ... that the long-hoped·
for result may be conferred on the common disposition of all
by the remedies which our forethought suggests."-GEoRGE W.
GARDINER in the New York Herald Tribttne.

Cresut Photo

The cros
d
effect· s an . the sword are combined in a very simple and
stand~": way_ 10 this gift of Canada to the United States. It
known PPo~tte_ the ~mphitheatre and the Tomb of the Unfriend h~oldier 10 Arlington as a lasting pledge of peace and
s tp between the great Nqrth American neighboi:s.

Creuet Photo

.
ar the
In Arlington National Cemetery, at the top of a h1 11 , ned d"g·
1
end of one of the lovely roads, stands this simple an
•
0
nified memorial to the United States Coast Guard-th~ co It
stant guardians of the world's longest sea boundar!es.
3
shows the skillful combination of stone and trees into
memorable setting.

Courtesy of the T ruste~s of the

~ alters

Art Gallery, Baltimore

~ar .the beginning of the XIV century the crafts men of the
enish territory produced some beautiful combinations of
Precious metal and medallions done in brilliantly colored
:amel. In a recent exhibit of small objects at Walters, Baltiore, this chalice occupied a prominent place.

The city of Limoges in France is famed for its beautiful
enamel. This dates back to the early XVI Century.

1he representation is in the form of a triptych and illustrates
t e Petitions of the "Our Father."

Courtesy of the Trustees of the Walters Art Gallery, Baltimore

An unusual representation in an unusual medium-a Majolica
bread plate from Urbino in the early XVI century. The name
Majolica comes from the old name of the island of Majorca
and is used to designate the highly colored and beautifully
glazed Renaissance Italian pottery.
The picture on the plate shows the miraculous descent of
manna ( Exodus XVI: 14-17)

In the northeast corner of Baltimore stands the Church of
St, Katherine of Sienna. The design follows the Romanesque
style of southern France. The windows were executed by
lien1!' Lee Willett of Philadelphia and the unusual glass
rnosa1cs were designed by Hildreth Meiere of New York, who
also did the work for the ·university of Chicago Chapel. Add
: this the vigorous sculpture of Joseph C. Fleri and you will
ow why people come from all over the United States to
see this comparatively small parish church.

Photograph by Wur1chle & Sohn, Vienna

All over the world Springtime and Summer call to the out•
doors. Set in the out-of-the-way places of the world's wonderlands such shrines as this one remind us that beside the
revelation of the God 's power in nature we need the remembrance of God's love in Christ.

June 1938

THEY SAY
"The world i rocking, and Tomorrow is the most ominous
word in the dictionary." Florence Fisher Parry, Columnist in
Pittsburgh Press, February 25th.
''We can never herd the world into the paths of righteousness
with the dogs of war." Herbert Hoover, on the radio.
"Every Communist is at heart a capitalist without any cash in
his pocket." Fulton J. Sheen in the Catholic Hour Broadcast.
"If we thought more and talked less, we would have more to
say." Dr. Joseph Fort Newton in his column in Pittsburgh Press,
April 8, 1938.

"When you take a capital T and draw a line of denial
straight through it, lo and behold! you have the very symbol
of the cross." The Reverend D. E. J. Van Etten, pastor of
Calvary Episcopal Church, Pittsburgh.
"All the same I like parsons; they think nobly of the Universe and believe in Souls and Eternal Happiness. And some
of them, I am told, believe in Angels-that there are Angels
who guide our footsteps and flit to and fro on errands in the
air about us." Logan Pearsall Smith in Trivia.
"Truth crushed to earth does not always rise again. It may
stay crushed, at least for decades, perhaps for generations-provided the crushing is done with the ruthless efficiency now
abroad in the world." Bruce Blive~ in The New Republic.
"Communism: Having nothing in culture, nothing in tradition, nothing in religion, and nothing in property, they are most
anxious to share that nothing with everybody." Father Castiello
in America.
"Something anyway is done
When two have fought and one has won." Anon.
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M sic Makers
By

W ALTER A. HANSEN

It's Fine Fun To Smell Out Similarities In Music; But Tune Detectives
Sometimes Burn Their Noses.

hIt is certain that many of those
1l who listen intently to music have,
at one time or another, indulged in
the unique pleasure of tune-sleuthing.
"That melody reminds me of something else," is a remark frequently
heard in concert halls. Questions like,
"Don't you think that Mendelovsky
lifted that phrase bodily from Schuhoven?" often punctuate the conversations of those who derive no end of
joy from foregathering for the purpose of discussing, expounding, and
dissecting the works of the great, the
near-great, and the imposters.
This article accuses no composer,
dead or alive, of pilfering. Its sole
object is to point out, first, how fas-

cin in it i to look for and to discover r mblanc in music and, secon ly, to sho how utterly ridiculous
i i to cry " hief !" whenever one
ch nces upon quotations and similarities. T o declare that a musician stole
from Bach, merely because he happened now an d then to use figures and
hrases like those that occur in some
of the great Cantor's works, would be
just as silly as it would be to charge
El Greco with having purloined his
reds fro m Rafael, or to assail Westbrook Pegler for employing nouns
and adjectives which are found in the
poems of John Milton.
Shall we make the charge that the
rarely played Funeral March which
H ector Berlioz wrote for the last act
of Shakespeare's Hamlet owes its origin to a familiarity with the Alleg retto of Beethoven's Seventh Sym·
phony, merely because both composers
happened to employ the dactylic meter
in a strikingly effective manner? Shall
we accuse the late Sir Edward Elgar
of piracy because, in his Concerto in
E Minor for 'Cello and Orchest~a,
Opus 85, and in his Enigma Varta·
tions, he included a phrase correspond
ing to one contained in that fine 01
Welsh song, All Through the Night?
Let us consider the moving, chor~l~like theme which occurs in Chopin 5
Scherzo in C Sharp Minor. H ave ~ou
ever stopped to think that the opening
words of that time-hallowed barroom
ditty, How Dry I Am, can be fitted
to the first four notes of a melody
which is sublime and edifying in the

d
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context devi ed by the great Poli h
composer? Add a fe tone , and you
will have the fir t phra e of Lead,
Kindly Light. ow ~ ould it be eemly for us to become red in the face,
to froth at the mouth, and sanctimoniously to raise the charge of plagiarism?
In the Trio of Brahms' Scherzo in
E Flat Minor, 0 pus 4, there is a figure
which calls to mind the arresting introduction to Chopin's Scherzo in B
Flat Minor. Is this highway robbery?
Lo_ok at the first phrase of Brahms'
Die Mainacht and compare it with
a. melody which Chopin included in
his Impromptu in F Sharp Major.
~oes the obvious similarity make it
incumbent upon us to brand the German master as a brigand? A pointed
moral is contained in the remark said
to have been made by Brahms when
a friend directed his attention to the
fa_ct that the C major theme in the
Finale of his First Symphony bore a
close resemblance to the setting of
Schiller's Ode to f oy in the concluding
movement of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony. The composer is reported to
~ave ~ttered the squelching words:
Any Jackass can see that!"

Wanted: Quotatipn Marks

j The works of some of the world's
sig~i.ficant composers abound in
quotations; but since, to this day,
?0 way has been devised of introducing quotation marks which would be
discernible to a listener during the
course of a performance the masters

'

'
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both dead and ali e, will for the mo t
part, ha e to continue to suffer in silence hene er unjustifiable charges
of knavery and thievery are hurled
into their teeth.
Bach was addicted to quotation,
and Handel frequently revealed a
similar tendency. It cannot be denied
that even Beethoven quoted on occasion. Even though we may feel inclined to dismiss as conjectures, pure
and simple, the majority of instances
that are customarily adduced, we must
admit that the great man from Bonn
constructed a vivacious fugue on God,
Save the King and incorporated it in
a curious and little-known bit of programmatic writing, entitled Wellington's Victory, or The Battle of Vittoria, which he composed for performance on Johann Nepomuk Maelzel's mechanical playing-device, called
a panharmonicon.
There are numerous quotations in
the works of Schumann, Liszt, and
Tchaikovsky. Now and then, Schubert
quoted from his own music. He made
use of his song, Death and the
Maiden, in the Quartet in D Minor.
He embodied The Trout in the famous Trout Quintet. Brahms, too, did
not scruple to hark back to his own
brainchildren. His Rain Song, for example, crops up with telling effectiveness in the Sonata for Violin and Piano in G Major, Opus 78. Wagner
employed portions of the Ring music
in his Sieigfried Idyll. In some circles,
the proclivity shown by Richard
Strauss to indulge in citations from
his own compositions is regarded as
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a mark of unforgi able anity. And,
coming down to another writer of our
own time, we find John Alden Carpenter introducing a Stephen Foster
song and Yankee Doodle in h is Skyscrapers and using Yankee D oodle
again in his Song of Faith. In the
same composer's ingeniously constructed bit of symphonic tomfoolery,
called A dventures in a Perambulator,
we have quotations not only of the
barking and yelping of dogs, big and
little, but also of A ch, Du lieber Augustin, of A lexander's Ragtim e Band,
and of Oh W here, Oh Where Is My
Little Dog Gone?
Right here a clever tune detective
may bring us up short. "Talking about
Oh Where, Oh Where Is My Little
Dog Gone?" he may say, "have you
ever listened to Schubert's Fifth Symphony? Can you explain the similarity which one of its themes bears
to the touching song about the poor
little dog? And, speaking of the Myself Theme in Carpenter's Adventures in a Perambulator, doesn't it
sound to you curiously like London
Bridge is Falling Down?"
Another sleuth, somewhat more exacting in his investigations, may say:
"No, the Myself Theme does not correspond in every detail to London
Bridge. Put a dot behind one of the
notes, and you will have something
very much like the first line of Bruederc hen, Komm T anz mit mir, which
occurs in Engelbert Humperdinck's
Haensel und Gretel." "In addition,"
he could continue, "I have found almost the same arrangement of notes

ellnigh concealed in the contrapuntal texture of Richard Strauss'
symphonic rondo, T ill Eulenspiegel's
Merry Pranks."

What Of It?

hCan you conceive of two com• · posers who are farther apart than
Humperdinck and Claude Debussy?
"Yet," says our tune sleuth, "compare the opening of the latter's La
T erasse d es A udiences du Clair de
Lune with the N ibble, Nibble Mousekin theme in the third act of the former' s H aensel und Gretel. What do you
make of it?"
Do you know that tender old song,
called In the Sweet Bye and Bye? Listen to a Seguidillas, by Isaac Albeniz,
the man whom they used to refer to
as the Spanish Rubinstein, and note
the striking melodic similarity. Have
you been touched on more occasions
than you can hope to remember by
that fine old hymn, Old Hundred? If
so, have you ever stopped to comp~re
the melodic curve of its first line with
the opening phrase of the Piu A nimato section of Liszt's Hungarian Rhapsody No. 9, the composition with the
subtitle, Le Carnaval de Pesth?
But do not stop here ! Get out your
edition of Liszt's Hungarian R.hapsodies once more and listen carefully to
the Allegretto alla Zingarese in the
Fourteenth Rhapsody! Do you note
its resemblance to one of the exceptionally thrilling portions of the Finale
of Beethoven's Eroica Symphony?
You will find the same Gypsy melody
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in Liszt's Hungarian Fantasy for Piano and Orchestra. And, if you are
not too squeamish, you may reach
the conclusion that the Allegretto
Zingarese of the Twelfth R.hapsody is
a close relative.
A few paragraphs back, the statement was made that Bach was addicted to quotation. "Ah!" exclaims
an ardent tune detective. "Look at the
concluding measures of Bach's Fugue
in E Major, from the second book of
The Well-Tempered Clavichord/
There you will find the phrase with
which Rule Britannia is ended!"
"In this case," ruminates the sleuth,
"I am puzzled, even non-plussed. I
know that Rule Britannia was composed by Dr. Thomas A. Arne, that
interesting figure in the history of
English music. I know that this man
was born in 1710 and that he died
in 1778. Furtherm~re, I am sure that
Bach lived from 1685 to 1750. Now
who copied from whom? Or was there
no plagiarizing at all ?"
Our prying investigator, always on
the search for clews admits that he is
bewildered. And hi; vexation of spirit
bec~mes wellnigh unbearable when
he 1s brought face to face with the
strange circumstance that the subject
of the same fugue is r:eminiscent of
that jolly old German canon H orch /
Es singt der Glocke Ton.
'
f Bu~ he has not been crushed. Far
rom 1t ! Blithely and triumphantly he
declares to the world at large that he
has finally discovered the source of
th_at much-discussed four-tone figure
With which Beethoven begins his
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Fifth Symphony. "I have it!" he
shouts. "Beethoven went to the
Fugue in D Major, from the second
volume of Bach's The Well-Tempered
Clavichord I Disprove that if you can
or dare!" His ardor is not dampened
when he is told that a similar figure
in the Sonata Appassionata might, in
a pinch, be traced to the same source.
Neither does he throw his notion by
the board when he hears that fourtone figures not greatly different in
character can be found in Beethoven's
Sonata in C Minor, Opus 10, No. 1,
in the Sonata in D Major, 0 pus 31,
No. 2, in the Piano Concerto in G
Major, Opus 58, No. 5, and in the
Harp Quartet, Opus 74. The theoryaccepted by some-that the four notes
with which the Fifth Symphony begins were suggested to Beethoven
by the song of the yellowhammer,
leaves our sleuth cold. He has what
he looks upon as irrefutable evidence,
and he triumphantly proceeds to make
the most of it. Pondering the statement-often ascribed to Beethoven
himself-that the four notes are indicative of the way fate knocks at
the door, some of our detectives begin
involuntarily to think of hammerblows and then go on to point out
with what interesting rhythmical
variations such knockings are administered in music. They call to our
attention the blacksmith in the piano
accompaniment of Brahms' song, Der
Schmied, Mime working at the forge
in Wagner's Ring, and the Hammer
Theme in the fugal Finale of Mozart's
f upiter Symphony.
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th re may be in the symhony are ohemians d ubed with
natch of that delightful ol
burnt cork, and that the red Indians,
round, Three Blind fice, i di - if there are any, are unmistakably
co ere in the fourth mo ement of artifici 1, like the repre entative of
Antonin D orak's ymphony from the the American aborigine in metana's
ew l ' orld, and again our sleuth opera, The B rtered Bride.
rejoices. "Here," he says, "we ha e
Anton Bruckner, horn some criteither a deliberately planned quota- ics accuse of being insuffe rably long·
tion for the purpose of adding atmos- winded, worshipped with unflagging
phere to the symphony, or we ha e a zeal at the sh rine of Richard W agner.
glaring case of banditry." It is regrethat was more natural, then, than,
table that M r. D etective does not push to find in his Seventh Symphony fig·
h is investigations furthe r. If he would ures surprisingly like the famous
listen carefully to the first movement Dresden A men which the creator of
of the same composer's Fourth Sym- the music drama employed with such
phony, he would find that here the g ripping effectiveness in Parsifal?
interesting figure supposedly typify- Gustav M ahler, at whose door the
ing the poor afllicted mice is stated in charge of prolixity is likewise laid
the minor mode. Would it be entirely by numerous pundits and nearwide of all rhyme or reason for us pundits, is taken to task for having
to surmise that both figures merely made use of something very muc~
chanced to come into D vorak' s mind like this melodic fragment in his g~as welcome padding-material while gantic Resurrection Symphony. It 1s
he was engaged in spinning his web even possible that sleuths who are
haphazard in their prying may declare
of counterpoint?
In the first movement of the Sym- that Wagner stole the figure from
phony from the New World there oc- Mendelssohn, the converted Jew, who
curs a theme which has reminded com- chose to incorporate it in his Reformamentators without number of Swing tion Symphony.
Beware, 0 ye detectives of little
Low, Sweet Chariot. They believe and
are sure that the insertion of this faith in the integrity of composers,
melodic material was resorted to in lest your meanderings lead you to
order to conjure up visions of the charge Mahler with having pilfered
American Negro. Some declare that the first few notes of Schubert's Un·
the Largo has the character of a Negro finished Symphony! You may sturn·
spiritual, and there are those who find ble upon them, remember, in the
Indians in the Finale. Others, with- Resurrection Symphony! In the same
out attempting in any way to detract work, by the way, you may come up 0 ~
from the importance of the work, ex- what sounds very much like W agner s
press the conviction that whatever Slumber Motif. Did Mahler steal? Is

Three Blind fi e
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it fair to assume that he as guilty
of what may be called an ae thetic
crime?
There are numerous unsol ed case
to tax the ingenuity of our sleuth .
Here is one. In Brahms' Third Symphony, "just before the second subject
appears," to use the words of J. A.
Fuller Maitland "there occurs one of
the rare instan~es in which Brahms
has used phrases .first uttered by another composer, for the harmonies
and melodic phrase invariably recall
~ passage from the Venusberg scene
m Tannhaettser. Few, indeed, will be
the critics who will base on this a
charge of plagiarism, for even if it
had been worth while for Brahms to
appropriate another man's thought deliberately, the logical and beautiful
use he makes of it in the place where
he puts it would be enough to exonerate him. As a matter of fact, it
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can be nothing but the merest coincidence." (Brahms. Methuen and
Company, London. 1911.) When we
consider that in more than one respect Brahms and
agner were as
far apart as the two poles, we wonder
at this strange phenomenon. Fuller
Maitland is convinced that it was mere
coincidence; but Dr. Hugo Riemann
thinks that Brahms may have intended
to pay a tribute to his distinguished
contemporary. Has the last word been
spoken?
Norn: Since it is probable that a
number of readers will want to check
the similarities pointed out by the
purely fictitious tune sleuths who strut
through the paragraphs of the above
article, it may be of some importance
to mention that the majority of the
works discussed are available on discs.
To give a complete list here would
consume entirely too much space.

* * *
"The legal mind chiefly displays itself in illustrating the
obvious, explaining the evident, and expatiating on the commonplace." -DISRAELI
"There is no such thing to my mind as an innocent stockholder. He may be innocent in fact but socially he cannot be
held innocent. He accepts the benefits of the system. It is his
business and his obligation to see that those who represent
him carry out a policy which is consistent with public welfare."-Loms DEMBNITZ BRANDEIS
"Statistics are not intended primarily to tell the truth. They
are uttered for the purpose of proving a point." -WILLIAM Z.
RIPLEY

Books-some to be read-some to be pondered
-some to be enjoJed- and some lo be closed as
soon as they are opened.
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Great Song of America
A PRAIRIE GROVE. By Donald Culross
Peattie. Simon and Schuster,
ew
York. 1938. 275 pages. 2.50.
CE upon a time, in midland Amer0
ica, there was a grove of trees rising
out of the prairie in the same way that
the Big Horn Mountains suddenly jut out
of the barren Montana plains. Surrounding this grove was the virgin prairie of
tall grass, rank flowers, and the uncorrupted earth. The grove was in northern
Illinois, on a portage between the Kilimick
and Seignelay rivers. First the Illinois
Indians lived in it; then other people and
other times came to the grove. "But there
is no plot; this is not a novel, not a
historical romance, not a popularization
of history. I say that I am remembering,
remembering for the trees and the great
grass province," the narrator explains.
A Prairie Grove tells the story of the
aborigines who lived in the gracious shelter of these trees, the Illinois. First the
French attempt to establish a fort here and
set up the reign of Louis XIV. Some
Franciscans come to Christianize the Indians. One of them, Father Prud'homme,
is typical of many modern missionaries.
"He was proudest of the quantity of his
converts; he did not care whether they
came for a bead or diversion, if in the
end they found salvation. Fundamentally

he could not really imagine them in
heaven; what he imagined was this dreadful wilderness dotted with church spires,
the vibrations of the mission bells touching each other across the barbarous miles."
The French leave. One of the missionaries is driven out. The other one dies
among the Indians, beloved and canonized.
At the beginning of the 19th century the
Asa Goodner family, once of Salem and
Marblehead, Massachusetts, appears in its
Conestoga wagon and builds a house in an
opening of the grove. Now comes ~~e
epic story of the breaking of the prairie
sod, the planting of Asa Goodner's apple
trees, the last appearance of the passenger
pigeons, the growth of Chicago, and the
growth of America's Middle West. There
is the story of Timothy Goodner, one of
the nine Goodner children, who roams ~e
continent hunting specimens for Aga:siz,
Brunnich, and Lebedour, who writes in ~
cubbyhole of the Smithsonian Institute, an.
who dies on a lonesome cape far from his
beloved prairie grove. The three daught~r:
of Asa Goodner conduct an internecin
warfare for the love of Chance Randelman, the hunter and frontiersman. Various
circuit riders appear at the doorstep of th e
Goodner home. The financial panic of th e
fourth decade of the last century invades
the primeval peace of the prairie grove.
The Goodner home is a home whe~~
there are books, pictures, and good coo
ing. It is a home where there is free48
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dom from oppre i e intolerance. "The
Goodners are our ay. Their are the
five-sixths of the American marriages that
do not break up in divorce; they are the
people who combine fidelity ith freedom.
Not unique, not picturesque--unless by
grace of time past-and not holly enlightened, but aware of that. . . . It is
part of the knot twist in their mental timber that they are refractory to a great deal
of bosh and even more to decadence. . . .
They tolerate pontiffs and swamis and
Marxists, and they read books about them
and have these on their library shelves."
But A Prairie Grove is not the story
0 ~ the Goodners, nor of the Illinois Indians, nor of the Franciscan missionaries
(there is a beautiful portrait of Father
Gabriel Forreste), nor even of the narrator
wh~ contemplates the passage of events
agai~st the background of this prairie grove
an~ 1ts surrounding vastness of prairie sod.
It .1s the story of all of American sod and
sol! west of the Atlantic seaboard· it is the
~tory of the grasses, the extravag;nt abunance of trees and game of the breaking
of
'
d th e. sod and the appearance
of an orerly hfe and even furrows. It is the story
of the conquering of the empire of locked
roots, of a land turned to use. Even amid
~uch prodigality there were disasters:
rought, floods, insects, passenger pigeons.
A Prairie Grove is not a novel in the
sen~e of a record of human events told
~gamst a backdrop of primitive nature. It
is da novel where Nature is the chief actor
an Nature becomes American here. Don-'
ald
. bCulross Peattie, who has already an enavia le. reputation as a naturalist , describes
tr Primeval America both cruel and exp~vagantly lush. This book, as a historical
... ~ntasy, deserves leisurely reading. It is
wt1tten in
· a l ovely, soundly-constructed
pr
th~s~ tha~ never falls into the dangers of
Er heavily cadenced poetic style of an
12
a eth Madox Roberts novel. For every00
~ V:ho loves the history of middlewest
tim erica, A Prairie Grove, although somein/s strongly imaginary, will be interest-
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Quest for Happiness
DAW I LYO ESSE. By Mary Ellen
Chase. The Macmillan Company, ew
York. 1938. 115 pages. 1.75.

UT of Cornwall comes this appealing story, beautifully told, of Ellen
Pascoe, servant woman and modern Iseult.
The author has a fine appreciation for the
beauty of the Cornwall seacoast and an
understanding of the simple souls who
people it and fill their existence with long
and hard labor, prolonged poverty, and a
religion of superstition.
The theme of the book is based on the
philosophy of the old romance of Tristra..'Il
and Iseult, and quotations from various
old and modern versions of the story are
woven into its simple plot. Ellen Pascoe
is betrothed-a betrothal of long standing
and seemingly little sentiment. It is not
that Ellen herself is lacking in sentiment.
Rather, it is the complete absence of room
for this ingredient in the life of bitter
hardship and utter barrenness of outlook
which she shares with her one friend and
companion, Susan Pengilly. Derek, Ellen's
betrothed, loves her in his blunt, unexpressive and undemonstrative way, and they
have at last, after many years, set their
wedding day for the following Michaelmas.
The pattern of Ellen's life assumes a
new design when she finds employment in
the King Arthur Castle Hotel, in Tintagel,
some miles away from Derek and Susan .
She becomes aware of a new depth of
meaning in her existence and a new inner
life to which two things in her new
surroundings have chiefly contributed. The
two influences are "the gentleman from
America," who does not, contrary to your
immediate suspicion, become important in
Ellen's life in any other respect, and "the
red book" in the drawing room of the
castle hotel where she works. The hotel,
incidentally, is located in a wild and beautiful section of the country where the
Tristram and Iseult romance was laid and
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Ell n s imagination i
tiered. Her simpl wi om i cau ht and
held by the tale of the tra cdy which came
into the life of "the fair I cult." In the
beauty surrounding her and in the anticipation of her coming marriage, she find in
the Lost Land of Lyonesse a new and undreamed-of happiness. Ellen thus unwittingly becomes prepared for the tragedy
of Derek's death by suicide and of Susan's
unfaithfulness to her.
The unreality of the mood with which
Ellen faces bet loss in the sudden double
tragedy is intensely dramatic in its simplicity. Her feet securely walking paths of
new wisdom, she now finds no need for
tears or reproaches or even self-pity. She
is able to put aside all thoughts of self
and to obey her impulse to share her own
inner happiness and vision of fulfillment
with someone-even though that someone
be a fallen friend. Ellen becomes another
Iseult, able to forgive and to understand,
and ready to resume her tasks courageously
and, go on living.
A new and clearer beauty might have
endowed the book with a greater significance, had the author been dominated
more by religious than by moral convictions. Though the story has much of beauty
and is altogether well-written and very interesting, we feel a desire to draw on a more
divine happiness to complete Ellen's store of
riches and to clean out the cobwebs of superstition from her mind.-BERNICE BAKER.

A Simple Tale
OUT OF AFRICA. By Isak Dinesen. Random House, New York. 1938. 389
pages. $2.75.

T

HERE is always something moving and
fascinating about a simple tale simply
told. Out of Africa is a simple tale told
in a very simple and charming way by an
author who reaches her greatest heights in
descriptive prose.
The author, Isak Dinesen, a Danish

s
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noble woman, p nt ei ht n years on a
coff e farm in
riti h ast Africa. She
t lls of the di cultie
ncountered due
to the entrance of the machine age in the
interior of Africa. he sp k highly and
lovingly of her native workers. She writes
intere tingly about the birds and the beasts
hich she encountered. he portrays vividly the twisted European visitors who occasionally stopped at her farm. In short, it
is a rambling story of eighteen years of
living among a primitive people, studying
their emotions, settling their disputes,
watching their native festivals, growing to
love them, and finally, having lost the
farm, severing the ties which bound her
to the soil of the dark continent.
As simply as the tale is begun, so sim·
ply is it ended. The first sentence of Chapter One reads: " I had a farm in Africa, at
the foot of the Ngang Hills." Just like
that. Leaving Africa for her homeland, the
author closes the book with this sentence:
"The outline of the mountain was slowly
smoothed and levelled out by the hand
of distance." Between these two simple
statements, the author crowds many beauti•
fol, never-to-be-forgotten scenes and de·
scriptions.
There is the story of the wounded na·
tive boy, Wanyangerri, who was co~verted at the Native Hospital. Ther~ 15
the portrait of Old Knudsen, ex-sailor
and charcoal burner, who "drifted into the
farm like wrecked timber into still water~
. . . and stayed there for the time it too
him to die, a lonely animal." There is the
vivid picture of Denys Finch-Hotton, ~n
English wanderer, whose death in an air. plane crash is stern in majestic tragedy. B~
was buried on a hill overlooking a broa
valley, and often the lions would stand 0~
lie there for a long time. "It was fit an
decorous that the lions should come to
Denys's grave and make him an Afric~
monument. . . . Lord Nelson himself, .
have reflected, in Trafalgar Square, has his
lions made only out of stone."
Isak Dinesen has a contemporary sty1e
all her own, yet she has gained much from
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the Bible and hakespeare. There is much
of poignant beauty in her b ok. "The
ci~ilized people have lo t the aptitude of
stillness, and must take le ons in ilence
from the wild before they are accepted by
it." ... "At times, life on the farm a
very lonely, and in the stillness of the evening when the minutes dripped from the
cl?ck, life seemed to be dripping out of you
with them, just for want of white people
to talk to." . . . "An African
ative
~orest is a mysterious region. You ride
tnto the depths of an old tapestry, in
places faded and in others darkened with
age, but marvelously rich in green shades.
You cannot see the sky at all in there,
but the sunlight plays in many strange
ways, falling through the foliage. The
grey Fungus, like long drooping beards,
on the trees, and the creepers hanging
d?wn. everywhere, give a secretive, recond_ite a1r to the native forest." Her description of a grasshopper flight is one of
t~e best descriptive pieces in modern
l1terature.
The latter part of the book is devoted
to short sketches "from an Immigrant's
rotebook." Much of Miss Dinesen's phi_osophy concerning white men and changes
in ~frica is contained in one sketch: " Of
Natives and History " where she writes in
part, "We of the present day who love
our machines, cannot quite i~agine how
:ople in the old days could live without
e~. But we could not make the Athana51an Creed, or the technique of the Mass,
~~e of a five-act tragedy, and perhaps not
th n of a sonnet. And if we had not found
hem there ready for our use, we probably
s ouJd have had to do without them. Still
We mu st 1magme
·
·
since they have been
mad
'
th e at all, that there was a time when
th~ hearts of humanity cried out for these
{?gs, and when a deeply felt want was
re 1;ed when they were made."
of-th eservedly, Out of Africa was a Booke-Month Club selection. It is well
Worth reading, and if purchased it will
~epay the owner many times in 'pleasant
ours of relaxation with the people of the
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dark continent as they are ividly portrayed
by one who knew them.-]OHN P. KROLL.

The Good Earth
R.P.D. By Charles Allen Smart. W. W.
arton and Co., ew York. 314 pages.
2.50.

T

HI book is intended to be a picture
of life on a farm in southern Ohio
in the nineteen-thirties"-is the way the
author opens his story. His narrative, however, soon reveals the fact that it is not the
story of a real honest-to-goodness farmer,
but rather that of a would-be farmer, an
"immigrant farmer," as the author dubs
himself, one who voluntarily gave up a
good salary in New York City in order to
manage an inherited farm in Ross County,
not far from Chillicothe. Not long afterwards he married a New England girl,
Peggy. The experiences of their first three
years on their farm are told in this volume,
and told in so honest and forthright a
manner that this reviewer for one is willing to subscribe to the publisher's designation of the book, "The Country Book for
the Whole Country."
Many of us who were born and reared
in large cities harbor in our hearts a
nostalgic hankering to spend at least our
declining years somewhere in the country,
away from the clang and clamor, the hustle and bustle of metropolitan life, out
where the air is purer, the skies are bluer,
and the stars shine brighter. Mr. Smart
shows us most graphically the hard realities that must be met in the endeavor to
lead what is often miscalled the "simple
life." He writes: "I imagine that many of
our friends think of Peggy and me as
living the 'simple life.' It should be obvious by this time that our lives are anything but simple, that they are immeasurably more complex than when we were
single people living on good salaries in
cities."
Without glossing over the ugly spots
and the rough going, Mr. Smart tells his
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story fr m the b innin ,

hich
cleanin up and m ·in f irly h i ble
the old ance tral home at
k
nin ty-s n year old, loo n gl ct
abu
by former tenan , a pl ce JU
perf ct for a murder mystery," as a gay
young visitor put it, a lar e hou e f ei ht
main room . "In the winter e live in
the dining room . . . and it looks it:
a couch before the fire, desk, tables, chests,
corner cupboard, a few curious pictures,
bittersweet, a funny old hour-day-month
dock on the mantel, knitti ng, books, papers, puppy toys, an odd glove on the
floor. Beyond there are pantries and
ki tchen. Upstairs, four bedrooms, a large
hall, and a small back hall used as a bathroom. Everyone wonders about the net
hung in the stairwell by my great-grandfather, to keep his children from breaking
their necks."
SOME readers will, no doubt, not be
deeply interested in the details of farm
life, animal husbandry, soil conservation,
rotation of crops, and other items carefully recorded, while others will sense the
poetical and dramatic qualities of a life
which is lived close to nature and which,
though it may sometimes seem "confused
and sordid," is really "humanly appealing,
comic, and somehow heroic."
One will also sympathize again and
again with the city-bred "apprentice
farmer" who, in spite of every effort to
be careful and to follow the good counsel
of friendly neighbors, made ridiculous mistakes, as when he tells us that, after seeding
a field, "it was only the following spring
that I found that all the timothy seed
( eight dollars a bushel when bought)
had been dropped in a small area at one
end of the field, and a band twenty feet
wide, the length of the field, had not been
planted in rye. I have rarely felt quite
such a fool."
One will also enjoy re-reading passages like this one: "A couple of washtubs
full of grass seed are as exciting as, say,
a publisher's stock room. I plunge my

T
into that c I, cl an seed and look
t th e my t rious, h rd little grains, and
e thou and of rolli n acre of grass,
ith roo gripping the earth, and the
wind care ing the rcen, and great herds
of cattle and sheep ating it, and lying
do n in it to r t and chew, and growing
fat and tron . I hear the grasses murmurin , I feel them drawing up the water
and the richness. . . . "
Like most men who e lives have been
devoted to b oks and writing, Mr. Smart
stands in awe ome admiration before any
master craftsman who comes into his sphere
of observation, as when the shearer, hired
to shear his seventeen sheep, does his
task of clipping so cleverly as to remove
the fleece "in one piece, just like unbuttoning and slipping off an overcoat."
One might go on and on, culling
salient passages from the story. H owever,
we shall limit ourselves to one more
rambling observation. The Smarts in their
"back to the land movement" do not make
money at farming. The opposite is tru~;
but one wonders if it is not because thetr
standard of living is on the whole considerably higher than that of the average
"regular" farmer. This standard has been
set by choice. His side income, as well as
that of his wife makes it possible for
them to make a' go of it. It is entirely
probable that the experiences of another
three years will help them to increa~e
their income from their farm so that their
other funds need not be so heavily drawn
upon. And that offers a ray of hope for
others who may be interested in their experiment because of the desire to try the
thing somewhere, sometime, themsel~es.
With a somewhat lower standard of livmg
than that set for themselves by the Sm~rts,
it seems quite possible to lead a fairl_Y
agreeable and even comfortable life, if
both man and wife are willing to make
the necessary efforts and sacrifices. C~rtainly Mr. Smart can have no complaint
as to his wife's part in the experiment.
She seems to be cast of the same
metal which made the pioneer women
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our country the reat heroine they ere.
Any orderly hou e ife ho, in the mid t
of the multifarious dutie of a farm-home
can laugh at incident such as the following, is surely worth her salt. Mr. mart
relates it:
"Another element that lighten the
drudgery of housekeeping in the country
is the comedy of the thing. I am thinking
of one day when I had my brooder in the
kitchen. Peggy came downstairs and
thought the chicks were making a lot of
noise, so she opened the lid to see what
the matter was. Out Rew a hundred
chicks, and the kitchen was filled with
chee~ings and the flurry of wings. I was
o~tside, and luckily all the dogs were
with me. Peggy laughed till she was weak
and then pulled herself together and
chased and lured chickens from the stove,
scrap basket, coal buckets, galoshes, window sills, and everywhere else, until she
caught them all and got them back into
the brooder."
Besides her household duties, Peggy
finds time to give lessons in French, serve
as le~der of a Girl Scout troop, and take
Part m the little Theatre in Chillicothe.
The Smarts, in the final analysis, seem
to be content with their experiment. We
hope that in due time Mr. Smart will let
us ?ave a story of the next three years of
th eir life in Ross County, Ohio.

Potential Sublimity
FOOTNOTES TO THE FILM. Edited by
Charles Davy. Oxford
Press, New York, $4.50.

University

possm1Y more apologies and defenses
f

for Hollywood have been made than
or any other American institution of the
1 st
a hundred years. Hollywood has done
tnore to create in other lands a peculiar
conception of American civilization than
a?y hundred American novelists politi•
M ore artistic
. ? ta1ent
hcians ' or cl ramatists.
. as concentrated itself in Hollywood than
in any other similar spot in the world at
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any one time or period. Here one may
fin Aldous Huxley discussing the problems of the animated cartoon with
alt
Disney; one may see Leopold tokowski
autographing menus at the Brown Derby;
or a resp ctable :fetropolitan diva may be
wearing a hula skirt in a desperate effort
to encoura e box office receipts. Hollywood is the goal of almost every actor,
novelist, playwright, musician, designer. It
i all bewildering. And the net result of
this colossal hodge-podge is the Film.
Despite the fact that the movie has
reached a technical maturity, as the various
contributors to this symposium maintain,
no one, with possibly one or two exceptions, has ever made the movie the subject
of a thoroughgoing analysis and treatment.
No Lessing or Dryden or Aristotle of the
movie has arisen to define the status of
the film: what its function is, what its
technical excellences may be, what the
role of the individual actor should be,
what the propaganda value or deficiency
of the newsreel is. Possibly the day may
come. Footnotes to the Film is a British
survey of the entire world of the cinema.
The book is mainly about the practical
work of film-making in the studio. Alfred
Hitchcock, the noted British director, contributes an illuminating essay about the
problems of the film director. Robert
Donat, a distinguished young British actor,
discusses the problems and the art of film
acting as contrasted with stage acting.
Other authorities consider the matter of
the color film, animated cartoons, music
on the screen, the problems of censorship,
and the educational film. Three sections
of the symposium deal with the technical
problems of the film. With the exception
of Hitchcock's contribution as a director
( "So you gradually build up the psychological situation, piece by piece, using the
camera to emphasize first one detail, then
another. The point is to draw the audience
right inside the situation instead of leaving
them to watch it from outside, from a distance"), the contributors reveal very little
as to just why a movie is a movie. They
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leav un n ·er
the qu ti n ·heth r
the movi i
new art form.
One fact
bli hed, after a
of thi
k, is that the mo ie i not th
product of one min .
atching the mo ·.
ing ima e on the scr en, e ee the en •
product of no le than everal hundreJ
people ho have had an active and deci ive
part in the shaping of the film being unreeled. If the movie achieves a unity of
effect, it is a triumph. When there is no
harmony, the result is saddening. ow all
this may be perfectly obvious, but when
we remember that all previous art forms
have been the product of a single mind,
then we see a certain revolutionary aspect
about the movie. What the implications
and future development of this fact will
be, remains to be answered.
While Footnotes to the Film makes an
attempt toward the understanding of the
movie, the attitude toward Hollywood is
aloof. And the moment there is a derogatory or snobbish or condemnatory attitude
toward H ollywood, there is bound to be a
misunderstanding. In short, th is book
amounts to a plea for the development of
a British Hollywood. It does not come to
grips with the problem of censorship, the
question of morals and propaganda. It is
time we had such a treatment of the movie.
What is to be the role of censorship
in the movie? How, for example, are
social and political issues to be treated?
What moral standards are to prevail?
What is the future of the animated cartoon? How much of an art form is a
documentary film like The River? These
are just a few of the questions waiting
for an answer. Of course, we may believe
in censorship of pornography, but are we
to advocate a censorship of the film when
troublesome religious, political, economic,
and moral issues are touched in a thorough
and honest manner? We can, naturally,
keep the film on the nickelodeon level.
We can, by marshalling public opinion,
demand that Hollywood films be simply
mass entertainment. Is that fair play? Why
not consider the establishment of film

and art theaters

here such films

bineJ of Dr. aligari, Sous LeJ
Toils De P ris, fan of Aran, and We
from KronS1ad1 1 may be xhibited? There
mu t c rtainly be a lar e group of adultmind d p ople f the ame opinion as
lizab th Bowen, wh
rite , p. 220: "We
ha e here, almost within our grasp, a
mean to the mo t direct communication
pos ible between man and man. What
might be a giant in trument is still a giant
toy. . . . I hould like to be changed by
more films, as art can change one: I should
like something to happ n when I go to the
cinema."

Ideas and Action
THE THIRD HO UR. By Geoffrey Household. W ith decorations by E. E.
Anthony. Little, Brown and Company,
Boston. 1938 . 451 pages. $2.50.
T IS a pity that in late years many
highly estimable novels have been t? 0
much concerned with abstract items. With
just a few honorable exceptions, English
and American novelists have turned to the
vagaries of the subconscious or unconscious
for subject matter. Sometimes all this can
be extremely interesting, but more often
than not the novelist gets bogged down
with psychological baggage, and everyone
suffers. After all, since the days of Homer
human beings have liked a good story.
Today the movie and the detective story
have to a great extent preempted the
poet's and novelist's job. There are, _how·
ever, indications that one of the primary
functions of the novelist, telling a story, 1
again being recognized by the younger an f
newer writers. Here is an example ~
such recognition. And a very good examp e
it is.
The Third Hour opens immediately on
a hair-raising adventure note. Wi th d.~
1
great deal of finesse a Mexican ban.
gang blows up a government supp~y tra;~·
One of the members of the gang d1scov '
in a wrecked N. Y. Central box car, a
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huge shipment f
Id bullion. In t ad of
telling the other memb r of the gang
about the trea ure fanuel Var a r turns
several hours later to the recked train
and carries the old to a con enient hidin
place. He deserts the ang and heads for
the coast. All thi i the be inning f
the fantastic odys ey of Manuel Varga ,
once a respectable London bu iness man,
finally a waiter in a Chilean waterfront
restaurant.
One day it so happens that
anuel
Vargas serves Toby Manning, salesman
for a London toy firm. The two men become acquainted and discover that they
are both thoroughly disgusted with the
course civilization has taken. The result
of their lengthy conversations is a resolve
to establish an order which will be known
as the Third Hour. The Third Hour will
have a monastery, which is to be the first
of _man_r that are to be placed at strategic
points 10 Europe and America. The monasteries are cooperative affairs. Only those
may enter who are willing to pool their
r~sources and agree on certain major principles. From these monasteries humanity
will learn, by precept and example, not to
conform to the standards, fashions, and
catchwords set by unscrupulous dictators,
newspaper owners, and diplomats. Furthermore, the inhabitants of these monasteries
would make it their purpose in life to discover the noble of every class and would
seek ~t the same time to prevent
' the perpetration of economic and political hoaxes
on mankind by charlatans of every stripe.
I The first members of the order include:
1:a von Reichensund, a Nazi organizer;
ert ~~itehead, a London clerk; Greg0
Bry V ~ss1lteff, an exiled Russian salesman;
endnhem, a linotype and printing press
agency owner; Mark Ottery a certified
h~blic accountant; and othe~s. The life
. 1stories of all these first members are told
10
the novel. Before the monastery is set
up, it is necessary to obtain the buried
~Id. The remainder of the story tells of
ffe adventures of Toby Manning in his
e 0 rts to recover the buried treasure and
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smu le it out of fexico to England.
The olution of the excitin plot and it
equalJy fanta tic ending dare not be divulged. The no el is, in short, an adventure story bound to keep the most bored
umm r reader interested.
HAT lift this novel above the mere
adventure class is the account of the
philo ophical by-play which precedes the
e tabli hment of the first monastery. In the
discus ions between Manuel Vargas and
Toby Manning we discover the historical
background of these twentieth century
refugees. Manuel Vargas says, "You know
what men did in Italy in the Dark Ages
when civilization was collapsing under
their eyes. We can do the same. We can
found and enter a monastery and train
abbots enough to cover Europe with monasteries. We must make a ruling class . . . .
To serve and to teach that is our immediate object. Not to attack the capitalist
system, but to attack the ideals that have
made it. ... I only ask you to love your
neighbor."
Manuel Vargas attacks the modern
philosophy of success. He also hates politicians. "He wanted to appeal to the mass
of Europeans, naturally irreligious, naturally pleasure-loving, commendably weary
of politics, but with an instant appreciation
of nobility wherever they found it and a
perfectly clear idea, which they did not
of ten dare to express, of the futility of the
genteel and the emptiness of making
money."
The novel may be read both as an adventure story and as something like a novel
of ideas developing in the current corrosion in contemporary Europe and America.
In The Third Hour there are stories of all
types of post-war Europeans. We have several remarkable pictures of Vienna after
the Versaiiles Treaty. There is an interlude, very amusing, when Toby Manning
is penniless in America during the depression. Although there are certain technical awkwardnesses in the novel, the
story moves rapidly. The philosophical
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A Lost World
TO

BS, TRAVEL, A D TROUBLE. By
Lawrence Griswold. Hilman-Curl, Inc.
Fourteen Illustrations and two Pictorial
Maps. 1937.

T

H E day of sagas is not past. or is
it necessary for this late generation
to weep because there are no more worlds
to conquer. The frontiers of science and
the mind still present a challenge to those
who have the courage to do and to dare.
Here is a story of travel and adventure
that rivals anything written in modern
times. There may have been scientific expeditions with more interesting experiences, more startling discoveries, and
greater tangible results than those of Lawrence Griswold into Central and South
America and the isles of the sea, but there
are few whose stories have been so interestingly told. Griswold appears to combine
the qualities of a swash-buckling adventurer, an analytical scientist, and a fascinating story-teller, so fascinating indeed that
one is tempted to forgive him an occasional
lapse into stark realism or those "hundred
million years of time." We are glad that
a sprained ankle compelled us to spend a
few days in a reclining position and that
the perusal of this volume was an effective
palliative for the pain.
The tombs he speaks of are those of
the lost world of the tantalizingly mysterious Mayas of Central America and other
pre-Columbian tribes of northern South
America. While it does not appear that
he made any startling new archaeological

i co erie , the tale f the trouble he encounter d in hi tra 1 i ufficiently int r tin to c mp n ate u for any disapp intm nt th t c m to ur :uchaeological thir t.
he author has a sense of
dramatic alue and know how to avoid
the pitfalls of an longated anticlimax.tumbling at ni ht through the swampy
d rkne of a C lombian jungle, carrying
his d liriou traveling companion slung
over his shoulders, exhausted unto death,
on the erge of despair, the sound of
hopin's " octurne in G," played on a
ipe organ, leads him to the hut of Senor
Karl Hansen, the owner and player of
the organ, who had been forced out of
Germany after the Munich "Bier Putsch"
and who had carried that organ and a
gasoline motor piece by piece on muleback into the mountains. "I suppose he's
back in Germany with his 'Fuehrer' at
this writing."-Again: Two and a half
pages devoted to the description of the
fight his traveling companion waged
against death as the result of the bite of a
bushmaster. It was in the dense jungles of
Colombia. "We had no anti-venin, and
the nearest supply was two hundred miles
away. . . . The poison had entered the
bloodstream. Gable's nose began to blee~,
and then his whole body seemed to be 10
the process of dissolving. . . . When I
looked at his face again, he was uncon·
scious . ... In a little while convulsions
shook him. . . . He was dead." And then
-"a week later we reached the coast at
Turbo and hired a fishing boat for
Panama.··
Returning to the United States in
1931, "the jungle seemed vastly prefe~abl,:
to a country gripped by the depress10~So he was off again, this time to Oceania,
specifically the Philippines, with Komodo
in the Dutch East Indies and its monster
lizards, "collateral descendants of the old
dinosaurs," as the ultimate objective. Th~
climax of the book comes in the story 0
a retired mine-laying steamer, disabl~d _by
an explosion in the Celebes Sea, dnfttng
helplessly for days under the tropical sun,

Jun
with twenty- even men, includin twentytwo Chine e and pot ntial mutiny, n
board, and only sixtJ-four ounces of drinking water. The chapt r n "Thir t" within
sight of "water, water e rywh re" i o
classic that even the ub equent ace unt
of the adventures on Komodo and the
capture of some dragons and their transfer
to the ew York zoo d e not ri e to a
higher level. We need not follow the
~uthor in all his peregrinations, much le
m all his conclusions but follow him we
must, sometimes with bated breath. And
we can understand his definition "Adventures in retrospect are pieces 'of extremely bad luck that mi sed a fatal endi~g." If you can afford the luxury of fireside travel into far countries, here's your
opportunity.-l<ARL KRETZMANN.

Sob Sister's Successor
ASSIGNED TO ADVENTURE. By Irene
Kuhn. J. B. Lippincott Company, New
York. 1938. 431 pages. $3.00.

THIS book is by no means a literary
masterpiece; but what the clever and
self:possessed authoress spreads out before
us is couched in a smoothly flowing style.
A wealth of observation and many experiences,. both pleasant and harrying, have
gone into the composition of the volume.
h Mrs. Kuhn is a newspaperwoman who
Eas a thorough understanding of her craft.
ndowed by nature with pluck courage
dt ·
'
,
e ermination, ingenuity wanderlust and
an. uncommonly acute sense
'
'
of what con:titutes real news, she forged rapidly to
he front after she had learned some of
ed fundamental secrets and tricks of the
~a e under the vigilant eyes of an efliCtent and hard-boiled city editor in Syracuse, New York. She entered upon her
career when bobbed hair was coming into
Vog
·
be ~e _10 our land, and from the very
~inning she exulted in the smell, the
noise, and the bustle that invariably accompany the production of the newst;Pers of our day. "I am," she confesses,
undamentally a simple woman, who
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ould have b en completely happy with
hu band, home, and children, realizing
my elf in them, content to stand by and do
ju t a woman's job." But as e follow the
ab orbing account of her many and manifold adventures, we wonder whether her
frank appraisal of herself is not a bit
one-sided. he considers it ironical that
"for one of such simple tastes, my life
has been not only dramatic, but melodramatic, with high peaks of exaltation
and achievement, deep canyons of grief
and tragedy, and almost no green valleys
of quietude and peace." Yet, as we accompany her on her scurrying and exciting
assignments to adventures, we cannot escape the conviction that she was born
with the smell of printer's ink in her
nostrils and with the din and the clatter
of presses ringing in her ears. She sums
up the credo of her nervously active and
briskly bustling profession in the words:
"After all, the world which reads doesn't
care about dull people; most lives are
dull enough, and humans want entertainment and escape. They get it from hearing
about others who have dared and done.
The newspaper is the world's eyes, ears,
and tongue; and its reporters and writers
the medium through which the sight and
the fury of a world in action, sinning, doing, achieving, striving, succeeding, failing,
are telescoped into print for all to see
and read." There is no dullness in the
pages of Assigned to Adventure.
At the very outset of her colorful
career, Mrs. Kuhn-she was Irene Corbally at the time-learned that a newspaper thrives by making half of its readers
sore and half of them happy. When she
earned the distinction of doing a daily
stint under a by-line, her competent city
editor impressed upon her the tremendous
importance of writing in a controversial
vein. "That's the ticket," he told her.
Soon the intrepid and news-smelling
Miss Corbally had a job on a sensationmongering tabloid. It was "that funny
little picture paper" which the Chicago
Tribune undertook to publish in New

T

Th
yn , city ditor of the
ttin
ws •a wont to ay t tho e
·ho •orked under hi driving direction:
" h n you rite simply, dir ctly; hen
you ·rite your copy for the least int llieot, remembering that they are eager to
kno , too, you will e entu:illy oare the
be t intelli eoce, for mo t people like to
have thfog made easy for them. The paper's job is to present ne s simply, interestingly. If Mamie Doakes, the charwoman, understands it, so will the bank
president whose office she cleans."
The energetic news-gatherer kept her
eyes open. he worked feverishly and effectively in
ew York. But she wanted
to see the world. The glamor of Paris
kept beckoning to her, and she found it
impossible to resist. As a reporter for the
Paris edition of the Chicago T ribune, in
1921, she became closely associated w ith
Floyd Gibbons and other notables. Adventures came thick and fast. But the itch
for travel gave her no rest. She sailed for
Shanghai, found a job, and soon became a
figure of no small importance in the newspaper world as it existed in the great
Chinese city. Here she married Bert. L.
Kuhn, another ardently active devotee of
the Fourth Estate. Not long after the
wedding, the couple took up their abode
in Honolulu. Here, too, in spite of approaching motherhood, Mrs. Kuhn was
unable to withstand the lure of the trade
which she had been following with such
signal success. Shortly before her daughter
was born, she made what her employers
called one of the big scoops of the year.
The craving for news-gathering and newsreporting could not be washed out of her
blood, and it stood her in good stead after
the untimely passing of her husband.
Many personages of interest and importance parade through the pages of Assigned to Adventure. The book is packed
with movement and action. Events which
are sometimes trivial, sometimes sordid,
sometimes significant, and sometimes revealingly humorous, crowd its 432 pages.
We see clearly that time and the happen-

in thi
orld of our spin a crazy
e g t a vivid picture of the dizzy
d ith which n w is ferreted out and
obbled up in
ew ork. We learn a
capable and keen-no ed newspaperwoman's
reactions to the city of Paris. We become
acquainted with much of the luxury and a
reat deal of the squalor of China. We
read about some of the wonders of Hawaii,
"where natu re puts on a three-ring show
under a star-spangled sky with lunar rainbows." W e share the horrible experience
of a terrific earthquake in J apan. We
laugh until the tears begin to roll down our
cheeks as we read about dignified Lama
priests who were so fascinated by toying
with the gadgets they found on the occasion of their first visi t to a modern bath·
room in Shanghai that there "was sue~ a
fl ushing and gurgling and chain-pul~1ng
as threatened to break down the plumbing.
T wenty times or more there was the loud
rush of water disappearing, the sough of
its return, silence."
There is "fun and lots of it" in
signed to Adventure, "laughter and rea
tears." The authoress confesses that she
has been in and out of plenty of trouble.
"But"
, she tells us , "my luck held,
d too,
n
for I always landed on my feet an ge ·
erally in a bed of violets." Those who
desire to learn more about what is co~j
monly known as the newspaper game wi
do well to read her engaging book. The~
will gain from it a deeper realization
. h we
the truth that the world in_ wh!c filled
live, move, and have our bemg is
k
to the very brim with empty glamor? ~hoc ·
ing sordidness, and downright futility.
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Good History
JOHN WESLEY IN THE EVOLVT~O~
OF PROTESTANTISM. By

Maxi::".

Piette, O.F.M. Translated by t~e :NeW
]. B. Howard. Sheed and War ,
York. $5.00.
Wes·
SYMPATHETIC book on h ~hat is
ley by a Roman C~tholic--;- addisomething to attract attention. If, 10
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tion, it is a ork marke by profound
scholarship, based on critical r
rch, ith
a sound understan ing of the spiritual
movements that lie b neath the surface,
we have a combination that is as rare as
it is refreshing.
Father Piette, a Belgian friar of the
Franciscan Order, in 1925, published hi
book-John Wesley: Sa Reaction dans
/'Evolution du ProtesJanJisme. It met ith
immediate approval. The University of
Louvain honored him with the title of
~octor and Master of Theology. The Bel?ian Government gave the book first place
~n the 1925 Inter-University Awards, and
1n the following year the French Academy
gave the author the Prix Marcellin
Guerin. A second edition of the book was
dedicated to the late Cardinal Mercier.
!he English edition, translated excellently
J. B. Howard, has forewords by Dr.
·dB. Workman, an English Methodist,
h~h Dr. F. C. Kelley, Roman Catholic
15 op of Oklahoma.
th Father Piette's work is divided into
. ree books. Book One discusses the evolu~on of Protestantism before the Eighteenth
Ze~tury, in which, first, the work of
Wtngli and Luther is discussed and eval:ted; secondly, the reactions against these
0
~eaders are presented: the Anabaptist
~~~~ 0 ?, the national reaction, and the
of 1n1s~ r:novement; thirdly, the conquests
the Calv1?1~m are described, in particular
T Calvrn1st movement in England. Book
thwo ~eads into English Protestantism in
.e Eighteenth Century with a detailed
d1scu
·
'
1 d ssion of the religious forces of Engan as evident in the state church and
:?1ong the dissident sects, the Presbytee~ans, C~ngregationalists, Baptists, Quaknd rn the religious societies. These two
upo / hcover 194 pages. Book Three takes
O
Pa
n_ Wesley's movement, and in 215
an~es this movement is carefully described
evaluated from the beginning to the
Present tim Th
the W
e.
e next 69 pages discuss
Th esleyan Movement in Protestant life.
spe:::dare eleven fine illustrations interthroughout the volume and 86

J
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pa
of notes and references. Unfortunat ly there is no subject index.

I

JUDGI G this volume it should be
said at the outset that the author's theological viewpoint is Roman Catholic
throughout, although he seldom obtrudes
the doctrinal dicta of his church upon the
reader. His judgment of Luther and the
entire Reformation shows the same bias,
and he uses every opportunity to reject
Luther's cardinal principle of Justification
by Faith alone, which he calls solifidianism, a term which he borrowed from Wesley. The hoary charge that the Reformer
underemphasized the importance of good
works is dished up anew, based upon the
lack of a proper distinction between justification and sanctification. Again and again
Father Piette's dislike of Luther and the
Lutherans causes him to make statements
that are not historically exact, as, for instance, when he says, ''The Epistle of
James, thrown out of the canonical Scriptures by Luther, is restored by Calvin."
On the other hand he tries to be fair, for
example, when he accepts Rudolph Sohm's
assertion, "It is not Luther who submitted
the Lutheran Church to the civil power,
but the lack of faith in those who surrounded him."
The pen portrait which the author
draws of John Wesley is well-done. He
demonstrates very convincingly that "Methodism in England played a part parallel
to that which, a little earlier, Pietism had
played in Germany and on the Continent.
. . . John Wesley succeeded far better
than his masters, the Pietists. To understand his work we must place it in its
proper and immediate setting: the Anglican Church. He always wished sincerely
to live and die in the church of his Baptism, although necessities in the practical
domain induced him to adopt certain measures which appeared insubordinate. . . .
All the skill and talent of a Phidias would
not suffice to carve a statue of John Wesley
to look like a disciple of Luther, or of
Calvin, or any manner of revolutionary.
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f r hi cau , ue largely to
th
h r c iv d at the hand of
hi m th r,
ho drilled into her large
brood of childr n-John as the fifteenth
of nin t en-re ular habits and strict selfdiscipline. Although John did not have
go
health as a b y and as not too
strong as a youth, he learned how to care
for hi b dy and d veloped a rugged phy·
sique which enabled him to live a strenu·
ous life. He never gave up his habit of
risin at four o'clock in the morning and
of scheduling his day's work systematically.
It is estimated that he traveled 225,000
miles, mostly in England, during his lifetime, and preached two or three times each
day, delivering a total of 52,000 sermons.
He preached h is last sermon a week before
his death, February 23, 1791.
Father Piette's book substantiates Ma·
cauley's statement, "The greatest event ?f
the era w as J ohn Wesley," and Lecky s,
" His sermons are of greater historical 11n·
portance than the addresses of Pitt."
in

* * *

Lamentation
Philosophy, thy face is false. Who cries,
"Look on the woes of men- and bare thy breast,"
Hath ne'er drunk dregs that are bitterest,
Nor, silent, fought the knot no man unties.
Orpheus and I, tonight, to stars did rise;
Tomorrow we shall fall; it was a jest;
The hopeless ring renews. Low in the southwest
Stands Sirius, and to our callin~ naught replies.
Yet Sirius shone. And yet the moon arose.
I have no tears to fall for dying trees ;
Behold ! There is a God for all of those.
And spring will come, in time, and lilies grow.
All these I've seen, all these I trust ; but who
Will raise dead hearts again? 'Tis Thou, I know.
WALTER A. MUELLER

City of Fa11en Angels
By Cu TO J. TAFT

The
MAY
Magazines
Each month THE CRESSET presents a check list of important
articles in leading magazines
which will be of interest to
our readers.

Forum

Have Not and Prosper
By

Better Mothers
By

hat depth corruption in municipal o ernment can reach is revealed
in thi sordid story of the powers
now in control of Los Angeles. A
more hocking account of public graft
and corruption is not easily found.
We read it and wonder whether Lincoln Steffen was right in his conclusion that the people really do not
want clean and honest city government. We are afraid that the title of
this article is applicable to too many
of our municipalities to make it possible for us to be optimistic about the
future of our cities and of our urban
culture.

HENR.y GODDARD LEACH

1 /he ob~ervance of Mother's Day
; the editor to devote his Editorial
ore~ord to a discussion of the comparadttvely high death risk of mother.
hoo 10
f
the United States. Of a total
0
more than 2 000 000 births each
year 1
'
'
eith' so,ooo result in the death of
of t~: mo~her or baby. It is the thesis
th
editor that the death of more
an half of these mothers can be
Prevented H
a n t'
· e suggests and outlines
erh0a ~n~~ campaign for better mothfor
Other nations are training
1th
and
for war. American mothers
to athers must gird up their loins
ensure h
•
umanity for peace.''

i·
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EDWIN MULLER

The story of Switzerland is told
with the purpose of showing that land,
raw material, and colonies are not so
important as the Have-Not nations
want us to believe. Whether we agree
with this particular slant or not, the
article is nevertheless a stimulating
discussion of Switzerland and of the
sources of its strength and independence. "Incredible as it seems to us, the
Swiss apparently doesn't want vast
wealth. It isn't fashionable." He desires only "to labor to acquire a competence to live into old age in his own
home and garden with a wall around
it." The author considers the Swiss a
living refutation of ''the pessimists
who say that democracy won't work."
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ha been contracted for, on a circulation of 250,000, to cause grief and
Io e mon y
hen the circulation
Look at Li/
t al.
corned. Life Io t more than
One
ery Minute
3,000,000 in 193 7, and in spite
By JACKSO EDWARD
of its present 2,000,000 subscribers
The picture magazine , the prob- is till in the red. 92,000 was the
lem publications of the decade, ell- amount paid for its name to the own·
ing 16,000,000 copies a month, come ers of the old humorous monthly,
in for a once over. Based on the who could have gotten 150,000 if
theory that a picture is the shortest they had waited. The first issue ap·
distance between an idea and the hu- peared in November, 1936, and sold
man mind, these periodicals have im- like hot cakes, but because the adver·
proved upon their prototypes by tising rates had been set too low it
changing the old technique of p ub- has made no money. The editor~al
lishing pages of unrelated pictures to policy gradually adopted: no sex pie·
that of bringing stories in pictures. tures for sex's sake, no sensationalism,
Life began when Henry Luce, no terror, no fear news, no horror. Its
with his Time, Fortune, and his radio chief aim is to give a true picture
"March of Time," looked for new synopsis of news stories, emphasizing
fields to conquer. A Dr. Salomon, both emotion and information.
Look began January 5, 1937, "no
with his candid camera pictures of
the high-and-mighty, the patron saint coated paper or fancy printing," but
of all candid cameramen, gave Luce "reader interest," and sold well over
a new slant on the types of pictures a million copies. At first labeled '.'se~sational" by the New Re publtc, it
people were most interested in seeing.
J. Stirling Getchell, with his dynamic was later congratulated on its c~urag;
photos in Plymouth's advertising, also and skill in showing the seamy side 0
American life. Look has made money
helped shape the picture-magazinedummy Luce was playing with in from the start.
1934. By 1936 a Time experimental
Besides these Big Two there a:e a~
department was organized to work present nine other picture magazines.
Click, Photo-History, Pie, See, NotV
out the forthcoming picture magazine.
More dummies were prepared. An ad- and Then , Peek, Police Gazettei
. ks
vertising department was founded to Foms and Moviespix. Edwards thin
I
i
•te
sell space, but still the new magazine they' 11 probably simmer down to 1 1
had no name and no set editorial
Look, and Click.
policy. Names suggested included
See, Look, Focus, Picture, Photo, The Swiss Have a New Angle
By FRED DOSSENBACH, JR,
Show-book, Dime, Parade. By OctoThe
halcyon days of the fine art
ber $1,700,000 worth of advertising

June 1938
of wrestling are past in America. The
sport needs a nip of variety: so this
author suggests Schwingen, as the
Swiss call it. It is a form of wrestling
in which you throw your opponent
solely by grabbing the seat of hi
pants, shorts of tough canvass with
reinforced edges. The author's descr~ption of this sport is most interesting. It excludes all punishing or
dangerous holds. The headlock: stranglehold, hammerlock, toehold, scissors, and full Nelson are barred. It
requires strength balance and real
skill, and not m;rely brut~ strength.
Some time ago we attended a wrestling
match and went home depressed by
the unfair practices of the wrestlers
the crude bloodlust of the crowd in'
which some women were loudest in
their cries of "break his leg " and
th e evident
·
'
commercialism connected
th
wi the bouts. Mr. Dossenbach's description of a Swiss Schwingenfest at
Wh'ch
1
real sportsmanship was the
rule, the wmner
.
. .
rece1vmg
no purse
or. certr·fied check but being crowned
W1th
.
an oak wreath by the KranzJungf er, is,
· m
• contrast like a fresh
sumtner breeze blowing 'over a field of
ne~-rnown clover. The Old World
~vi ently has somethin o on us when
rt corn
b .
o
best es to emg able to play, in the
sense of the term.
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has poured 7,700 000,000 into housing projects, "and still it has done
little or nothing toward solving the
housing problem." The greatest housing need is to provide for families
whose incomes range from 18 to
30 a week. It is estimated that of
2,000,000 new dwellings needed in
our land 1,500,000 units are needed
for this income group. However, 85
per cent of the dwellings constructed
in recent years are designed for
families with incomes above the average. The lower income groups, must
largely be content with the hand-medown leavings of higher groups, with
houses unsuitable for their needs, out
of date, and wasteful to maintain. A
clear-sighted governmental housing
policy would be of great service, but
such a policy has so far been lacking.

Harper's

J

Fortune
Th
B e Ii 0 use Not-soeautifuJ

Since 1933 the Federal government

The Future of our Higher
Education
By JAMES BRYANT CONANT

The President of Harvard University ventures into the future of higher
education. A stationary population by
about 1960 will make it possible to
forget about building expansion and
to concentrate upon the question:
Higher education for whom? In deciding this question, the proposal of
Jefferson is to be the guide, •'to cull
from every condition of our people the
natural aristocracy of talent and virtue." This educator wants to be more
certain than he now can be that the

Th
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r cent of our outh doin colork are the ri ht 11 per c nt.
He a1 o indicate the ay by -hich
he would brin thi i eal into r ctice.
he article is indica i e of the pre ent
trend particularly in the admini tra i e
offices of our uni er ities. It is no
longer the ogue to as ume, a
done in a giddier day, that every
American boy or girl is potentially a
uni ersity graduate.
11

Collective Living
By

JOHN HYDE PRESTON

Even those readers who will not be
impressed by this eulogy on collective
living, although it is written out of
the actual experience of the author,
will nevertheless find much stimulation for self-examination in the contrasted analysis of life in our American cities. It is this feature of the
article which gives it exceptional significance and value. The author, we
may add, does not regard collective
living as a cure-all, but he does claim
that "for the present it can make a

T
r t m ny p ople h ppier than they
r r amed th y could be."

Mark Twain Elmira
By MAX

ASTMAN

hi study in the life of Mark
Twain is to form a chapter in the
autobiography which Max Eastman is
now writing. His acquaintance with
M ark Twain and especially with t~e
family of his wife, who lived in
lmira, where Max Eastman spent his
childhood, gives this article an un·
usual interest. It is really a defense
of the liberating influence upon Mark
Twain of Elmira, and particularly of
his wife, Olivia Langdon, and, there·
fore, a valuable contribution to a
much debated question in the stud_y
of his life. The article has the add 1•
tional merit of offering a glimpse into
a fascinating period of our history
and also an acquaintance with s~me
of its interesting characters, partICU·
lady Thomas Beecher, a preacher
who was the brother of the famous
Henry Ward Beecher.

* * *
"Dead radicals are honored, not because they were radical,
but because they are dead."-A Writer in the Atlantic Monthly
"The belief that men generally know why they hold certain
opinions is erroneous. The mental bias settles the line that
thoughts shall take. Thinking is often a rearrangement of our
prejudices."-EDGAR JAMES SWIFT

LETTERS
to the

EDITOR
The Confession of
a Low-Brow
SIR:

I do not know why I should impose
my confession upon you except that THE
CRESSET, for which you are responsible
ro
'
mes to me every month and makes me
uneasy and reminds me of my own cul~~;al _shortcomings and stirs up a certain
satisfaction with myself and tells me
th at I
·
.k
an ordinary low-brow who
l1 es tham Just
h"ings he should not like and
e
t
.6.nds n0 ·
th.
rime nor reason in some of the
ings which are declared by those who
are q l"fi
th ua 1 ed to judge to be on the top of
ra e_ heap and over which my contempora rtesl who write for THE CRESSET can
earnedly and appreciatively through
kn:~s of laudatory verbiage. I do not
I h if you can help me, Mr. Editor, but
Perre to unburden myself to somebody.
field af~ 1 have no business at all on the
I am . at THE CRESSET covers. Perhaps
Whi ~u st congenitally steeped in darkness
Per~ no cresset on earth can illumine.
I shall just have to reconcile myseJf
O th
silk
e fact that you cannot make a
Pan/u_rse out of a sow' s ear and keep on
de geri~bg to my low-brow tastes. Anyway,
1/Jlt u
.
Want t . s non est drsputandum. But I
0
like the things that, according to

cot
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widely accepted standards, I ought to like.
I ·want to be regular. But I am up against
the choice of being either regular or honest.
Take, for instance, the field of music.
I know that your impulse is to say, "If
you are just an ordinary low-brow, keep
out of that field." That is good advice.
But I am like the fellow whom you advise
to stay away from liquor. I like the stuff
-1 mean music. I know nothing about it.
There are some things that get me and
others that leave me completely cold. I
cannot explain to you why I have those
different reactions. What troubles me is
that oftentimes I like the things that competent critics claim are second-rate and am
either unmoved or distressed by things
that these critics laud to the skies. I am
made uneasy when THE CRESSET extols
the artistry of a composer whose stuff has
always been to me a "pain in the neck."
No doubt THE CRESSET is right. I am not
going to make the mistake that you made,
Mr. Editor, and even "look over the fence"
to see how the "war" between "The Alembic" and the "Music Column" is getting
along and then get "socked on the beezer."
I shall stay strictly on my side of the
fence, and I want you, Mr. Editor, to stay
with me on my side of the fence and listen
to my shameless self-exposure to the bitter
end.
No, I am not a jazz-hound, Mr. Editor.
After all, there are limitations to my
abasement. Not so long ago my wife and
I wandered into a movie palace where the
stage feature was a chocolate-colored orchestra under the leadership of a man
named Cab Calloway. Mr. Editor, it was
awful. The weird and syncopated racket
made by plugged horns and wailing saxophones is still ringing in my ears. I was
in a nervous frazzle when I got home, and
all night long in my troubled dreams I
was beating tom-toms and shooting halfnaked Kaflirs. I can sit through a symphony concert and be completely carried
away by a succession of varying moods.
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of my
t ermon eri
1n te in a concert hall. Y , you ha e
ue ed i , I am a clergyman. You will
admit that in the pr cious caJlin
hich
i mine it is but natural that all the beauties brought to me by sight and hearing
should form themselves into a background,
etting into clearer relief the glories of
Him ho was the fairest among men and
in whom men in their spiritual blindness
could .find neither beauty nor comeliness
that they might desire Him.
Then again, Mr. Editor, I can go to a
symphony concert and be bored no end.
At such times I am irritated by the ecstatic
sighings and gurglings of appreciative
female music-lovers round about me. They
are evidently transported to heights of
enthusiastic appreciation while I stay solidly mired in my own limitations. In my
shame I proceed sighingly to the lobby
during the intermission in the hope that a
few puffs of smoke may revive my drooping spirits. And immediately fate pushes
me into the path of a bespangled and bepowdered matron of impressive proportions who is gushingly telling her escort,
"My dear, wasn't it heavenly? I was just
carried away." I wish she had been-at
least from there. I would have been willing to help. By that time I am feeling
very lonely and am wishing that some
kindred spirit would have courage to approach me and say, "Brother, I know just
how you feel. Let's sneak out and go to
the hockey game." Have you ever felt that
way, Mr. Editor? But probably not, and
I shall have to reconcile myself to being
alone in my disgrace.
Do you know, Mr. Editor, that on
several occasions I was venturesome
enough to try myself out on grand opera?
But never again. I came away very low in
my own estimation. For while wild-eyed
and swarthy-skinned fanatics sat on the
edge of their seats and broke into unbridled applause at every opportunity, do
you know what I was thinking, Mr. Editor? I was thinking, "If I only had a peashooter! What a wonderful target that

T

bro d-b amed div would make. Perhaps
with a little luck I could ev n pop a mis•
ile into the cav rnous throttle of that
pot-bellied, palpitating tenor." Isn't it disgraceful to be guilty of such low-down
mental excur ions when I should be car•
ried to the heights of musical enthrall·
ment? I suppose I am just a hopeless dub.
Honestly, Mr. Editor, I cannot explain
myself to myself. I have moments when
I almost convince myself that I am not
entirely hopeless. Precious in my memory
is an hour when I sat in the rear pew of
my church while my friend, Ed Rechlin,
thinking himself alone, was reveling in the
beauties of our organ and really let hi~self go. He let his very soul speak in his
improvisation on the hymns O Haupt 1101/
B/111 und W unden and O Lamm Gottes,
unschuldig, and, Mr. Editor, that was an
hour of rare spiritual uplif tment, when
the Saviour seemed so preciously near that
one could see the lovelight in His eyes_ a_nd
feel the soothing power of His divi~e
presence. And yet I have yawned prodi·
giously through the rendition of a B~ch
fugue and found in it nothing but a piece
of musical pyrotechnics. Of course, I was
ashamed and told myself, "Why man, that
is Bach. You must like it. There is some·
thing wrong with you if you don't." Is
there? Well, if there is, there seems to be
nothing that I can do about it.
But that is not all, Mr. Editor. T.HB
CRESSET has an art department, and that
again reminds me of my cultural du}lness
and unresponsiveness. I have no hesitancy
about admitting my abysmal ignorance re·
garding the technique of art. There ;e
pictures that I happen to like, and e
walls of my home are covered with repro·
ductions of various paintings, mostly
the field of religious art. But now _and t ~~
some friend of artistic leanings 1s apt
intimate with just a trace of pitying patrond
age that my taste evidently le~ns to:Wy
the second-rate artists. That 1s pro ch
true, and it does not bother m~ v~ry m~ 0 ;
I might as well live on the artistically
.
h
without
level on which I feel most at ome

fr;rn

Jime
aspiring to height that I probably could
never attai n. But what orries me, Mr.
Editor, is that I find it difficult to believe
some of my friends hen they say they
find beauty in a certain picture of one of
the so-called masters. And tell me, Mr.
Editor, must I, in order to stay in your
~ood graces, really like a picture because
it appears in THE CRESS BT?
But I feel better, Mr. Editor, when I
get to your "Book Reviews." There at
least I can keep haltingly in step with the
learned men who do your reviewing. Of
course, when it comes to poetry, I again get
all befuddled. You said, some time ago,
t~at good poetry can readily be recognized-or something to that effect. I think
you are all wet. Everything depends upon
who is supposed to do the recognizing.
Much of this supposedly good modern stuff
gets ~e woozy. The poet succeeds far too
often m totally obscuring his meaning-if
he has any. I like certain poets. No, I am
not going to stick my neck out and tell you
Who they are. I would probably again find
myself associating with second-raters and
w_ould lay myself open to the patronizing
pity of the boys who write for THE CRESSE_r. But I want to ask in all innocence and
Without any trace of insinuation: Is a poem
a 00 d poem if it breaks into the hallowed
~~ umns of THE CRESSET? But let's forget
Re ~oetry angle and get back to your Book
ev_iew section. I like it, and I applaud
~oc;ferously when your reviewers merci.e~ kick to pieces some of the literary
!~ st that somehow or other reaches the
~ seller" class. Once or twice I found
~II ~ok r~ther lengthily and warmly exWh~ which had bored me stiff and in
I had found little of the merit which
theich
r ·
B t eviewer seemed to have discovered.
aru th ere again my low-brow tendencies
ope· P!0 bably to blame for our divergence of
inion.

f

ve Well, Mr. Editor, I have bared my
I J°ul to you a la Buchman and Co.
'f».o eel better. And I shall go on reading
0cc I! . CRESSET, even though it be to my
asional irritation. I need just such an

J
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irritant to keep me in my place and to remind me that I must remain,
Yours truly,
A HOPELESS Low-BROW

Illinois Tornado
Sm:
A week ago, the little railroad hamlet
of South Pekin, Illinois, was no better
known than thousands of other towns that
boast a population of no more than 1500.
A month from now it will perhaps again
be completely forgotten. But momentarily
it is widely heralded as the scene of an
utter and wellnigh indescribable tragedy.
Within three minutes it was transformed
from a peaceful country village into a
seething volcano of mud and blood, fire
and water, death and darkness.
As thousands of people were preparing
to eat their evening meal, utterly oblivious
of tragedy, those living within this area
were distracted by the approach of a storm
that seemed most violent. It was preceded
by a deluge of rain and hail that is not
uncommon at this time of year. It would
be unfair to say that there was no warning.
The terrible blackness of the sky and the
eddying gusts of wind were all too significant. It happens, however, that such a
storm often disappears almost as quickly
as it comes-but not so on this 30th day
of March, 1938. We are standing by a
window, watching a black spiral whip over
the ground from the southwest. "It is a
cyclone," someone says. "Impossible," is
the reply. Suddenly the blackness of the
funnel is illuminated by three blinding
flashes. Later investigation proved them
to be the high voltage wires of a nearby
electric line. Almost unbelievably the black
fury drives straight from the southwest,
and then is lost to sight amid a flurry of
dirt, leaves, sticks, and straw. For an
interminably long time the wind pounds
and rushes, three minutes to be exact, and
then there is a calm of driving rain.
Here is a cow trotting forlornly along
with a sizeable patch of hide missing from
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her middle. Here i one tiny branch of a
tree that b ar a thou and uch branchc ,
tripped clear of i bark. Her in one yard
a ·a hin machine.
oder lie· the
rin er, and in another dir ctioo Ii the
motor. Her i a church. The high steeple
i untouche , but a small cros on the
gable, much lower down, is twi ted beyond
rcco nition. Here are sin le trands of
barb d ire, offering little or no wind
resistance, torn clean from the posts to
which they were anchored.
In front of the village church a man
wearily begins throwing to one side the
bricks that lie there. His home, torn beyond description, lies in the middle of the
street. Yet he goes on with his tragic task.
To him the pile of wreckage in front of
the church is a monument. He knows
that if he labors long enough he will find
what is buried beneath, the body of his
beloved wife. He was still digging when
the newspapers had already turned to other
headlines.
THEODORE WEISS

Green Valley, Illinois

In Defense of Chiropractic
SIR:

In a recent issue of THE CRESSET the
following sentence occurs: "When you
know personally an engineer of international standing, graduate of a scientific
school, and the recipient of honorary degrees from others, who laughs at the
science of medicine and risks his life to
the chiropractor."
This reflects directly on many highminded people. For example, I know that
a well-known clergyman some time ago
was informed at Johns Hopkins that in his
case he should not medicate himself, but
go to a good chiropractor.
True, there are charlatans in chiropractic ranks. Are they not found in the
ranks of the clergy, the legal profession,
the dental profession, and the medical profession?
Does the writer of the sentence to

SSET
hich Ir fer know the b k, llow Ancient
Healing Goi· n,s fodern Therapeutics, by
K. Li ger s, M.D., publi hed by G. P.
Putnam ons, ew York? By means of
in criptions on votive tablets, slabs, and
plaques he shows that Hippocrates, the
father of medicine, pur ued the very
metho that the modern chiropractor uses.
Did the writer read the report, "Healing Cults," issued by the University of
Chicago Press? Quoting from it, the Chicago Tribune states, "The American people
spend 125,000,000 per year to 36,000
drugless healers outside the scope of organized medicine. . . . The author found
there is one drugless healer for every four
physicians in this country. Chiropractors
form the largest single group with about
16,000 practising." Of course, those who
expend this money are all fools.
Let me remind you that in a co~prehensive survey conducted by the Chicago Medical Society in 1922 and reported
in their Journal and in the September 22
issue of the Literary Digest, 17 per c~nt
of those interrogated in all walks of fife
employed medical doctors, and 83 per cent
turned to other forms of healing.
.
Finally, let me say that chiropractic
is legally recognized in forty-two of ~e
United States and many foreign countnes.
Chiropractic is today an honorable profession. It has a splendid record of amaz·
ing results. Its success merits the faith of
those who seek healing.
WALDO G. PoEHNER
Chicago, Illinois

Is Bach Unecclesiastical?
Sm:
The dramatic element in Bach's St
Matthew Passion, noted so bluntly
Gerber ( "theatrical music") and , .e
15
shocked old lady ( "God help us! 1
surely an opera-comedy!") ,-see CRESSE'ff
Vol. I, No. 6, p. 28,-is the subject
commentators to this day. Thus, ~ i~
Downes, in a thrilling, scholarly appr~s e
of Bach (The New York Times Magaztn'

!y
t

Jttn
March 17, 193 5
hich Bach lover joy
to read again and a ain, xh rt u : " ehold, in Bach not only the ma tery f
structure, and the divine play of rhythm
and interweaving f m 1 die line but,
especially in the reli iou
ork , Bach the
dramatist, Bach the realist, Bach the unconscionable program mu ician and tone
painter! Schweitzer and Pirro, among
others, have inescapably proved thi , if it
n~eded to be proved to any one conversant
w1th _even a part of Bach's religious expression." And, under the heading "Recorded Music," an unnamed writer in the
Chicago Daily News, of April 15, 1938,
observes at one point with regard to the
~t. Matthew Passion: "The form is absou~ely dominated by the text Bach sets.
(Note by H. D. B.: "Gilman says: 'Bach
wrote his church music-his Passions especially-to meet the needs and impulses
of a religious outlook far removed from
~: '?ntemporary sympathies. If our love
h1s music depended upon our response
to _the characteristic blend of pietism and
naivete which underlies its subject matter
;~ should feel remote from it indeed.' ")'
ere are one or two so-called dramatic
~~;ents in the score, moments where Bach
~ 1 1zed a sense of the pictorial, of the
eater, almost unknown elsewhere in his
;orks. But the truly dramatic element in
fe St Matthew is inward is the drama
~nL: !?ving and submissive ~eligious reverWalter A. Hansen asks: "Did the good
Woman wh O
f
dud
was so pain ully shocked conb e that the Cantor's musicianship had
.
d b y the opera performaneen conta
. m10ate
zi;es which had been flourishing in leiphad abd Dresden for several decades and
numb een a thorn in the flesh of a large
1.• h er of those who attended the Thomas"'1rc
e 1" p
the
erhaps, perhaps not. At any rate,
not ~ _ow sensed in Bach's music a quality
the s nctly churchly. Other observers in
giv;ourse of time also have had their misof gs about Bach as the absolute acme
. Thus, Lawrence
Git ecciesia sftea1 mus1c.
rnan, erudite music critic and discrimi-
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natin Bach lover wrote in "The Bach Behind the Iusic" ( ew York HeraldT rib1111e, April 29, 1934): "Though
chweitzer and others insi t that Bach was
harply oppo ed to the Pieti m of his day,
there i no doubt that he was greatly,
though perhaps unconsciously, affected by
it. chweitzer admit , indeed, its influence
upon Bach's Pa sions and Cantatas, which
were so direct a product of the religious
poetry of the early eighteenth century."
By way of example, Gilman in the same
article demonstrates: "It is a striking and
significant fact that one of the most moving
pages in the 'St. M atthew Passion,' the
soprano aria, 'Blute our, du liebes Herze,'
is the expression of ideas and spiritual
concepts and emotional states so incomprehensible to the modern mind that even the
apostolic Spitta found himself unable to
interpret them. Yet the music, living essentially in a spiritual world independent of
the unstable theologies of man, speaks to
us with unaltered, unalterable eloquence."

In Church Music in History and Practice
(Scribner. New York. 1937), Canon Winfred Douglas, Mus. Doc., calls Bach "the
loftiest musical result of Pietism" (page
233), and, referring to "that supreme religious musician," explains: "Although he
avoided all ecclesiastical controversy, his
profound faith never departed from the
purest ideals of Pietism."
Another misgiving about Bach as the
ideal composer of church-music concerns
the musical idiom he employs in his vocal
works for the church. "His vocal works,
no less great than his instrumental, have
nevertheless the effect of being an outgrowth of the latter. While occasionally
using such forms as the aria, he never
caters to merely vocal effect, but insists
upon forceful expression at all costs." So
declares Hamilton in his Outlines of Musical History (Ditson. Boston. 1913) on
page 101, and on page 105, he re-emphasises this point by continuing: "Treating
the voice in an instrumental manner, Bach
uses an enlarged sphere of modulation,
seeking emotional expression rather than

Th
imil r

pr
• ilh Im f i d l chulte
d in ho's l · ho ( ol.
15
The m ric.tn Ilistory and Enc dop dia of furic ( 1910)
the authoritative in erpr ter of B ch's or n wor · .
nder the he ding, "B ch a
11- prin
for Later
riters; Influence Traced• The
Diaparon. hicago. April, 1935), fidd 1chulte point dly asserts: "The difference
b tween them (Bach and Haendel lie in
their fundamental conception of tone;
Haendel's vocal, Bach's instrumental." On
the basis of Dr. Middelschulte's very informative study, A. Wismar, Ph.D., in his
keen summary of Bach's position as ideal
church-composer makes a logical deduction. Writing in Pro Ecclesia L111herana
(Liturgical Society of St. James.
ew
York. Vol. 3,
o. 1, June, 1935), Dr.
Wismar on page 102 says: "Wilhelm
Middelschulte shows rather convincingly
that the peerless Bach has furnished
Beethoven, Schumann, Brahms, Wagner,
not to mention lesser lights, with the materials they use so tellingly. This ought to
mean that the music of the masters mentioned is really of the same genus with
that of Bach. In that case the music of
Bach is not solely and exclusively religious
music . . . Or are we to believe that the
final chorus of the Saint Matthew Passion
-to mention but one example-is in the
manner and the spirit of the sanctuary?
Such a notion will be dispelled rather
effectively by divesting it of its text, forgetting its associations, and performing it
as purely instrumental music. Again, the
music in which Bach clothes the words of
our Lord at the Institution of the Lord's
Supper in the St. Matthew Passion, beautiful as it is, certainly lacks the spirit of
solemnity which ought to be inseparable
from that blessed means of grace." Friedrich Lochner in Der Hauptgottesdienst, a

rk on litur
and worship
t. oui . 1895), briefly but
si nificantly r mark
n age 36: "And
· n he
ach th hitherto unsurpassed
ma ter in his department, no longer repreents fully the
nuine purity (voile
trenge
f the churchly style."
inally, there is the thought-provo½ing
analysis of ir Charles Hubert Hastings
Parry, the distingui hed Bach scholar whose
bio raphy on Bach a more recent Bach
authority, Charles anford Terry, has characterized as not only holding the first place,
but as standing among the best on its sub·
ject in any language. Parry writes on pages
278 and 279 of his biography on Bach
(Putnam. ew York and London. 1910_}:
"His (Bach's ) music is almost .10·
variably intensely human in its expression,
and, notwithstanding the enormous ~m~unt
of church-music he wrote, uneccles1ast1cal.
It is intensely spiritual, deeply devo~!
nobly and consistently serious, but wi
the largeness of temperamental nature that
reaches out beyond the limitation~ of a_nh
four walls whatever into commun10n wit
the infinite. The story of the Passion as
told by him would appeal not only to t~e
Christian but also to a pagan with t
tenderest knowledge of the traditions 0
Christianity. It was the outcome of th:
Teutonic Christianity of the time, and ye
it transcended it in the far-reaching P0
of the music and makes an appeal W?,1
can be measured by humanity at large.
"All of which does not in any way ~r
in the slightest degree diminish or ~ j
51
scure the matchless glory of Bach's m~ '\
genius" (A. Wismar), but it may he ~;t,
to evaluate properly Bach's enormous
. h purput of church-music. And that 1s t e
pose of this communication.
Chicago, May 1, 1938
National Music Week Sunday
HERBERT D. BRUENING
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ptACED side by side, our major
articles this month offer a triking
picture of the ariety in human life in
the 20th century. "Du t Bowl Breakdown" is an eye witness picture of the
terror now ruling in
some of our western
plains. John Feiertag
1s pastor of Grace
Church, Cheyenne
Wells, Colorado and
has lived in the beart
of the dust bowl for
several years. "This
Mood, This Music''
is a meditation in a
major key by a writer
who has devoted much
time to the theory of
m·
Music. R. .R. Caemmerer is pastor of
ount Olive Church, St. Louis.
In this issue we are presenting a
~ew .feature to our readers under the
~ad~ng "They Say." This section,
P bltshed at more or less regular intervals, will include striking statem~nts by leaders in public life and
wr~t~rs in magazines and journals of
opinion. Our readers are invited to
s~b mit material for this column. Contr1 6 r
fi u ions should not exceed twentyve Words.
th Perhaps it should be stated again
d at our columnists have absolute freeom in the statement of their opinions
concern·
..
mg non-religious matters.

l

tes

hey are permitted to say that white
is black, pro ided they say it well and
a duce some reasons for it.
e are
certain that our readers will be able to
separate the wheat
from the chaff.

The

G the past
DURI
few months THE

CRESSET has received
several short stories.
Some of them are
excellently done. At
the present moment,
however, we are not
yet publishing fiction.
It may be some time
before the necessary
space can be found
for material of this
type. We shall, however, be happy
to examine fiction, the general purpose and tone of which will fit into
the pages of THE CRESSET.
A number of letters as well as resolutions by groups, urging the editors
to review the motion pictures, have
been received. In view of the practical
difficulties involved, individual motion pictures will not be reviewed in
the pages of THE CRESSET. We hope,
however, to print a series of articles
during the coming year on the motion
picture in general, considering especially its moral and social impact
on the modern world. Readers are
urged to watch for these articles.

Editor~s

Lamp

71

Th

otan" in
ay issue of THE R , SET has
e oked a number of re ponses from
our readers. any of the communications include a warning against the
enormous machinery of propaganda

in question protested.

* * *
Enough and Not Enough
"The troubles of America come chiefly from the fact that
technology advances faster than social and legal adjustment.
It is a race. In a race, as the Red Queen pointed out to Alice,
you have to run as fast as you can to keep your place, and
twice as fast to get ahead. Merely to make progress in the right
direction will not keep us from falling farther behind. In
our political controversies it often happens that both parties
agree, in what seems to be a commendable way, as to the
principles of action that should be followed. But they often
differ as to the extent of action to be taken. It should be
recognized that the difference between enough and not enough
is the difference between a successful policy and an ineffective
gesture. 'Purty near ain't quite half.' "-DAVID CUSHMAN
COYLE

FORTH
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G ISSUES

I.

In " otes and Comment" the editors will continue
their brief comments on the orld of public a.ffairs and
modern thought.

II.

Major articles during the coming months will include:
RADIO'S ACCOUNT WITH RELIGION

STUDIES IN MODERN LITERATURE
LET'S

Go FISHING

Do WE THINK?
THE CRESSBT AND THE
EMA

CJN.

A PREFACE TO CoMMUNISM
WAR AND PEACB

DETECTIVE STORIES

THE AMERICAN NEWSPAPER

THE ROAD

A PREACHER LOOKS AT LIFB

III. In future issues the editors will review, among many
others, the following books:
THE FIGHT FOR LIFE •••••••••••••••••••••••• Paul

de Kruif
Mann
ENCHANTER'S NIGHTSHADE •••••••••••••••••••• . Ann Bridge
PERSONS IN HIDING ••.••••.•••••••••••••• • J. Edgar Hoover
FATHER COLDSTREAM •••••••••••••••••••••• • J11lian Duguid
WHAT MAN HAs MADE OF MAN •••••••• • Mortimer J. Adler
THE CLASH •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • Paul H. Andreen
HEARKEN UNTO THE VOICE •••••••••••••••••• Franz W er/el
THE BETRAYAL OF INTELLIGENCE ••••••••••• • Joseph Jastrow
THE MORTAL STORM •••••••••••••••••••• • Phyllis Boltome
THE CONQUEST OF CULTURE ••••••••• • M. D. C. Crawford
You CAN'T Do THAT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . George Se/des
FLYING YoRKsHmEMAN ••••••••••••••••••••••• • Eric Knight
FIVE SUIT BRIDGE •.•.••••••••••••••••••••• The Four Aces
TESTED SENTENCES THAT SELL ••••••••••••• . Elmer Wheeler
THE YEARLING •••••••••••••••••• . Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings
JOSEPH IN EGYPT •••••.•••••••••••••••••••• • Thomas

